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ABSTRACT
The focuses of the thesis are heating induced segregation/mixing of refractory alloys, along with
oxidation and stress corrosion properties of selected fcc metals and thin oxide layers formed on the
surfaces thereof.
The particular studies include segregation and oxidation simulation of Mo3Ni alloy clusters.
These reveal favorable stabilizing oxidation resistance properties due to the Ni component, which diffuses
during annealing to the surface of the clusters.
A comparative study has been done for different sized Al grains in Fe or Ni bulk matrices. Its
results indicate that Ni matrix is favorable due to the grain dissolution and energetic stability properties
upon heating and cooling of the structures. Oxidation simulation of the same structures in slab structures
indicate that unmixed metals oxidize first and the alloy layer, which forms only for the Ni matrix,
eventually segregates to single-metal layers, which oxidize subsequently.
The stress corrosion properties of Al oxide slab/thin film structures in water, noble gas and
vacuum environments have been studied with the aim of subsequent stress corrosion simulation of alloys
or metals with protective surface oxide layers. The obtained results indicate brittle type failures, which
involve shear deformation and localized amorphization. The plasticity enhancing fluid environment
effects are found to be similar for both reactive and nonreactive species, which indicates significant
pressure effects and passivated reactivity of surfaces. Parallel to the corrosion study, strain rate effects
and cyclic loading behavior for slab structures in vacuum have been characterized and compared at
different temperatures. These indicate time dependent deformation mechanisms including temperature
enhanced local amorphization prior to crack formation. Complementary analyses include extended
timescale crack behavior of a slab structure in vacuum using parallel replica dynamics and steady state
analysis of a slab structure in water using a Grand Canonical Monte Carlo method. The latter allow for
validation of the high strain rate and limited timescale results obtained with classical molecular dynamics.

iv
Hydrogen embrittlement studies have been conducted for Al metal slabs with oxidized surfaces.
These have provided evidence for possible grain boundary decohesion and void formation related
embrittlement mechanisms at different loading conditions with different initial defects.
Studies of stress corrosion properties of Ni metal slab structures in water at different temperatures
have been performed. The results indicate reduction of dislocation nucleation barriers due to the water
reactions on material surfaces and increased temperature, resulting in reduction of material ductility.
Significant effects of stress triaxiality are also observed.
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1.1

Introduction

Materials for coal combustion applications

Current coal combustion technologies are known to have insufficient energy production
efficiency and high CO2 emissions. To tackle this problem, several new technologies have been proposed.
These include oxy-fuel ‘zero-emission’ gas turbine power plants, featuring high-pressure combustion of
fuel mixture with oxygen in the presence of recycled coolant to produce drive gases composed
predominantly of steam and CO2, advanced gasification systems, advanced ultra-supercritical steam
systems, advanced turbine systems and advanced carbon capture systems [1, 2].
These new technologies require structural materials that would be capable of operating at
temperatures as high as 1760C and pressures as high as 4.14 MPa [3]. The performance of the materials
in such environments will strongly depend on the interactions that occur at surfaces. For example, the
performance of structural components (such as a boiler tube or a turbine blade, etc.) will be affected by
surface oxidation and corrosion processes. Excessive oxidation and corrosion may not only limit the life
expectancy, but underlying changes to the material’s microstructure may also compromise the mechanical
integrity of the component. Therefore, understanding surface phenomena and engineering cost-effective
materials that can withstand or control these processes is of paramount importance for the development of
advanced engineering systems.
Common protective surface oxides, like Cr2O3, Al2O3, SiO2, provide oxidation resistance up to
temperatures of about 1400C for Al2O3 protective surfaces at 1 MPa [4]. Therefore, to meet the new
requirements for structural materials, new durable thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) and high temperature
oxidation and creep resistant metal substrates/structural alloys are to be developed. Complex materials
structures, e.g., multi-component or multi-phase materials, offer distinct advantages over single
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component or single phase materials, as the properties of complex structures can be tailored or tuned by
the appropriate combination and distribution of elements, constituents, or phases.
According to [5], the main difficulties in developing refractory alloys are lack of basic
experimental data on thermodynamic, mechanical and physical properties of most of the alloy systems,
and difficulties associated with processing of these alloys. In order to avoid traditional trial-and-error
experiments, which are also time consuming and expensive, it has become essential to develop theoretical
modeling to guide experimental alloy development. Such theoretical modeling can be multiscale in
nature, which includes first principles, density functional theory (DFT) ab initio based calculations, and
atomistic, mesoscale and continuum simulations.

1.2

Methods

Due to their interpretative and predictive capacities, ab initio calculations are widely employed to
study alloy properties, such as lattice stability, interfacial energies and defect structures. Current
computational capabilities allow DFT MD calculations for systems of a few hundreds atoms, being too
slow for simulations of liquids [6]. In contrast, the reactive empirical force field (FF) ReaxFF can
simulate reactive systems of more than million atoms for periods of nanoseconds or longer [7, 8].
Therefore for the reactive atomistic level simulations, which are the main focus of the thesis, ReaxFF was
used [9].

3

2

Simulation and analysis methods

2.1

Reactive force field ReaxFF

The reactive force field ReaxFF [9] divides the potential energy of the system into various partial
energy contributions, including bonding, over- and under-coordination, valence angle, penalty (for
systems with two double bonds sharing an atom in a valence angle), torsion angle, conjugation (for
systems with regions of overlapping p-orbitals), van der Waals and Coulomb energies. The
implementation of the energy terms is described below.
The bond order between a pair of atoms is obtained directly from the interatomic distance. The
bond orders are corrected for over-coordination and for residual 1-3 bond orders in valence angles, if
applicable. The bonding energy is calculated as a function of bond orders.
After correction of the original bond orders a degree of over-coordination may remain in the
molecule. Therefore the over-coordination energy imposes an energy penalty on the system as a function
of the degree of deviation of the sum of the corrected bond orders around an atomic center from its
valence. The form of the function ensures that over-coordination energy quickly vanishes to zero for
under-coordinated systems.
For an under-coordinated atom the energy contribution for the resonance of the π-electron
between attached under-coordinated atomic centers is taken into account. This is done if the bonds
between an under-coordinated atom and its under-coordinated neighbors partly have π-bond character.
Similarly to other energy terms, the energy contribution from valence angle terms goes to zero as
the bond orders in the valence angle go to zero. The effects of over/under-coordination in the central atom
on the valence angle energy are taken into account. The equilibrium angle depends on the sum of π-bond
orders around the central atom.
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The torsion angle energy definition also accounts for the involved atom bond orders. A valenceangle-dependent term ensures that the torsion energy contribution disappears when either of the two
valence angles approaches π.
To account for repulsive interactions at short interatomic distances due to Pauli exclusion
principle and attraction energies at long distances due to dispersion, non-bonded interaction energies are
defined. These interactions, corresponding to van der Waals and Coulomb forces, are included for all
atom pairs, thus avoiding abrupt alterations in the energy description during bond dissociation. For the
van der Waals interactions a distance-corrected Morse-potential is used. By including a shielded
interaction excessively high repulsions between bonded atoms (1-2 interactions) and atoms sharing a
valence angle (1-3 interactions) are avoided. To adjust for orbital overlap between atoms at close
distances a shielded Coulomb potential is used to account for the Coulomb (electrostatic) interactions.
Atomic charges are calculated using the Electron Equilibration Method (EEM) approach [10]. According
to it, the effective electronegativity of an atom in a molecule, which is equal to the molecular
electronegativity, is expressed as a function of electronegativity and hardness of the neutral atom, as well
as charges and interatomic distances between the atoms in the molecule. The electronegativity and
hardness of an atom are defined as the first and second derivatives, respectively, of the total molecular
energy with respect to the number of electrons associated with the atom.
The energy component definitions above allow estimating the total potential energy contribution
for each atom in a structure, which enables detailed analysis of energy distribution in a structure.

2.2

Simulation methods

For the studies presented in sections 3 and 4 the ReaxFF ADF [11] implementation was used,
whereas for the rest of studies the ReaxFF LAMMPS [12] implementation was used.
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2.2.1

ReaxFF ADF settings
For static calculations the conjugate gradient minimization was used. For the dynamic

calculations the Verlet velocity algorithm [13] was used to solve the Newtonian equations of motion. The
MD calculations were performed either with NVE (constant system size-volume-energy) or
microcanonical, NVT (constant system size-volume-temperature), a.k.a. canonical, and NPT (constant
system size-pressure-temperature) ensemble conditions. Velocity and system volume scaling (for NVT
and NPT ensembles, respectively) were performed using the Berendsen method [14]. The main user
choice for this method is the setting of the damping constants, which determine the strength of coupling
between the system and an external velocity (heat) or volume (pressure) bath. High coupling (<100·tstep
for NVT, <1000·tstep for NPT [12]) may cause unphysical velocity distribution of the system.

2.2.2

ReaxFF LAMMPS settings
The number of atoms was kept constant in all simulations. All structures were initially potential

energy minimized, using a conjugate gradient based method with a root mean square force per atom
tolerance 0.25 kcal/mol/Å or a relative energy change between successive iterations less than 1e-7. When
applicable, volume minimization to 0 atm pressure was performed. For the equilibration of structures the
constant pressure-temperature (NPT) ensemble with anisotropic pressure equilibration was applied. The
simulation step size was 0.2 fs due to the assumed order of magnitude for vibrational frequencies of H
atoms (vibration period of 7.4 fs for H2 [15]) and energy conservation requirements [16]. The tension was
applied by scaling the respective axis dimension and atom positions in every iteration to simulate the
selected engineering strain rate. Due to the expected rise in temperature as a result of deformation energy
input and requirement for maintaining constant pressure conditions when applicable, the constant volume
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and energy (NVE) ensemble was not applicable for the presented studies and NVT/NPT pre-equilibrated
systems were used.
The Nose-Hoover thermo- and barostats, coupled with equations of motion in velocity Verlet
formulation [13], were used for the simulations. 3 chain thermostats were used for pressure equilibration,
unless noted otherwise. For shock loading rates a reversible multiple time scale molecular dynamics
algorithm implementation for the integration of equations of motion [17] was used in some deformation
simulations. In this implementation, position-dependent deformation velocity is subtracted from each
atom's actual velocity to yield a thermal velocity which is used for temperature computation and
thermostatting. Thus in the latter method the atom velocities instead of coordinates are being modified.
The rest of the settings were selected specifically for each simulation.

2.3

Stress analysis

For qualitative stress analysis the octahedral (equation 1) and maximum principal stress criteria,
commonly related to ductile/shear and brittle failure of materials [18], resp., were used. Both the atomic
distributions of the criteria and mean values of the atomic criteria values were considered.

oct 
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where σ1,2,3 – principal stresses.
Due to the definition of virial stress (equation 2) in units of stress times atomic volume [19], only
relative comparison of the obtained atomic stress values was done. Yet, according to derivation in [19],
the virial stress generally should be interpreted in volume and time averaged sense, which tentatively
justifies the approach taken.
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where Ω – volume around particle i, ui – displacement of i with respect to reference position,
rij = ri - rj, ri – position of i, fij – force on particle i by particle j.
Due to the observed differences between sums of atomistic stresses, as defined in [12], and
overall system stress components [19] it was established that for numerical analysis the overall stress
values could be considered more reliable for fluids in particular. However, for estimation of stresses in
specific parts of a system, e.g., overall stress on a slab, the atomic stresses had to be used, which poses the
requirement for estimation of atomic volume. Considering the slab as close to incompressible due to its
macroscopically brittle nature at room temperature [20, 21], the total slab volume estimate was based on
the initial volume size. Yet caution should be exercised upon evaluation of individual atom stress tensor
values due to balance requirements in multi-element structures (Figure 2-1).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-1. Average stresses vs. time for Al2O3 slab (33.8x4.9x101.7 Å) structure with a crack at
T=300K: σx (a), σxz (b).
Since only the part of the virial stress for atomic systems (equation 2) which depends on the
interatomic forces and atom positions is relevant for the estimation of the equivalent of the Cauchy stress
[22], its kinetic component, corresponding to momentum transfer in the spatial description of the balance
of momentum [22], was not included in the atomic stress calculation.
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2.4

Strain distribution calculation

A kinematic algorithm, presented in [23], was implemented for the calculation of Almansi and
Green continuum strain tensors from atomistic simulation data. The choice was based largely on its lower
computational cost and consistence with continuum predictions [23], including compatibility of
configurations, characterized by zero curl of deformation gradient in most instances [24]. According to
the algorithm, the discrete, incremental form of the deformation gradient emerges from a weighted least
squares minimization that includes a length scale relating the distance from the atom in question with a
particular cutoff radius. A modification to the equation (26) in [23] was made by replacing the first
nearest neighbor distance by zero due to the need for capturing separation of newly formed gas phase
species from the bulk. A step weight function was used due to finding that weight functions with non-zero
spatial gradient may cause incorrect results because of thermal fluctuations [23]. The weight values were
updated for each incremental deformation gradient calculation. Thus a piecewise linearized
quasi-continuum strain history dependent characterization of the deformation was obtained.
In analogy with stress criteria analysis, the maximum principal and octahedral strains [18] were
used for strain analysis. The approach also allows avoiding the effects of different principal strain
directions for Green and Almansi strains [23, 25]. For strain analysis in metallic structures under plastic
deformation the Almansi octahedral strain was applied due to its suitability for large strain shear
deformation analysis.

2.5

Slip vector analysis

For identification of particular dislocation directions the slip vector calculation method [26] was
implemented. Although it provides additional data compared to the strain tensor analysis and is
computationally inexpensive due to its linear averaging definition, its dependence on particular reference
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configurations renders it inapplicable for obtaining cumulative strain history evaluation, which is possible
with the nonlinear incremental definition of strain tensor (section 2.2).

2.6

Centrosymmetry parameter and coordination number calculation

For crystalline structures symmetry dependent parameters can be applied for identification of
structural defects. In particular, for structures with inversion symmetry the centrosymmetry parameter can
be calculated in order to identify and distinguish between different types of defects [27, 28].
Alternatively, structural defects can be identified by comparison of coordination numbers against
the analogues for ideal crystalline structures [28, 29].

2.7

Fracture toughness calculation

Although the applicability of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) and strain energy release
rate (SERR) concepts is limited by the amount of acceptable level of plastic deformation [18] and flaw
tolerance limit due to reduced dimensions of the structures at nanoscale [30], several studies have
revealed results that indicate agreement between continuum and atomistic calculations for grapheme
sheets. E.g., in [31] the SERL has been evaluated by calculation of J-integral and is found to agree with
surface energy calculation up to 10%. Instead, in [32] the SERR has been calculated directly by global
energy or crack closure methods, the result being in agreement with LEFM and finite element method
(FEM) calculations.
For the current study the fracture toughness was expressed as a function of strain energy release
rate during crack propagation (equation 3), according to LEFM [18], from static simulations, performed
by incremental minimization.
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t – slab thickness, a – crack length change, V0 – initial material volume, σ – tensile stress.

2.8

Postprocessing per-atom data

For displaying any per-atom properties with real or integer values custom coloring schemes can
be readily applied [33]. Since most of the atomic output quantities described above typically involve large
data value scatter, for visualization purpose the data may require defining custom color map ranges. For
the atomic value plots in this study the coloring reference value ranges, unless noted otherwise, were
defined as

max[E(x)  (x) inf x]  xplot  min[E(x)  (x) sup x] , where

(4)

x – scalar value to be plotted, E(x) – mean of x, σ(x) – standard deviation of x.

2.9

Used terminology

For identifying the failure mechanisms in the observed material transformation processes upon
deformation, the following general definitions were referred to:
-

material strength as ultimate or fracture stress value [18]

-

kinematic strain hardening as loading direction dependent increase in stress after yielding
with the assumption that yielding in the reverse direction occurs when the stress change from
unloading point is twice the monotonic yield stress [18]

-

shakedown as a transition from elasto-plastic to purely elastic deformation under
time-variable loading [34]
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-

crack formation as an atomistically sharp, possibly branched, tip and surface forming process
due to bond cleavage

-

crack healing as small void/crack closing process due to formation of bonds between initially
separated surfaces

-

stress corrosion as enhancement of material oxidation/dissolution processes in chemically
reactive environments in mechanically strained state

-

amorphization as a transition from crystalline to a non-periodic/disordered material structure

-

fatigue as material strength degradation upon cyclic loading

-

static fatigue/creep as finite timescale [35] / subcritical stress level [36] material strength
degradation upon monotonic/static loading

-

embrittlement as a reduction in ductility of a material, quantified by reduction in either [18]
of

-



fracture strain – requires a standardized aspect ratio for comparison



percent reduction in specimen cross-section area at fracture point

material’s energy capacity or tensile toughness, defined as the volume normalized work done
in deforming the material up to fracture, attributed to a combination of material’s strength and
ductility properties [18]. In the presented studies the strained material's energy capacity is
comparatively estimated by the potential energy values at fracture or ductile failure points
(see also section 2.7).

2.10 Crystallographic notation
For the designation of crystallographic directions and planes the Miller indices for orthogonal
(bcc/fcc metals) and 4-axes hexagonal (α-Al2O3) lattices [37] have been used, with a simplification for
the minus sign notation that is occasionally found in literature [38].
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3

Annealing and oxidation of binary Mo3Ni clusters

3.1

Introduction

Currently used high operating temperature structural materials include Ni base superalloys, which
are characterized by combination of corrosion resistance [39] and mechanical strength up to temperatures
of about 800 deg C [40]. Potential constituents for new alloys are elements with higher melting point
(m.p.) and higher stiffness than Ni (m.p. 1453 deg C [41], E = 200 GPa). A particular choice could be Mo
(m.p. 2610 deg C [41], E = 329 GPa), which is a well-known Ni based alloy constituent beside Cr (m.p.
1890 deg C [41], E = 279 GPa) [42, 43]. Accordingly, Mo3Ni represents a potential structural alloy for
high temperature applications.
We have performed a comparative study of 256- and 1372-atom face-centered cubic (FCC)
Mo3Ni cluster oxidation using Molecular Dynamics (MD) [13] with NVT (constant number of atoms,
volume and temperature) and NVE (constant number of atoms, volume and energy) ensemble conditions.
The main goal of the current study was finding evidence of segregation mechanisms in Mo3Ni cluster
annealing process and qualitative analysis of the annealed cluster oxidation dynamics/kinetics and
products.
A comparative study of surface segregation in bimetallic Pt-Ni, Pt-Re and Pt-Mo alloy
nanoparticles has been done by [44], revealing different segregation mechanisms, including a surfacesandwich structure, core–shell structure and a more specific structure for Pt80Mo20 nanoparticles. The
competition between surface segregation and compositional ordering in alloys from theoretic and
experimental point of view has been considered by [45], which states that order–segregation competition
in ordered alloys and solid solutions, attributed to subtle balance of segregation driving-forces and
interaction strength, can be manifested in peaked segregation versus temperature curves.
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3.2

Method

The [46] version of the ReaxFF force field for Mo/Ni/C/O/N/S/H systems was used in the study.

3.2.1

Initial minimization
256- and 1372-atom FCC Mo3Ni clusters were initially energy minimized by the conjugate

gradient based method. The end point criterion for convergence - root mean square gradient (RMSG) was set equal to 4.0 kcal/mol/Å since we only needed a local minimum for the subsequent annealing
simulation. Figure 3-1 shows the initial cluster configurations.

3.2.2

Annealing
The clusters were first equilibrated at the temperature of 300K, which was the starting

temperature for the annealing cycle. The MD simulation step size was .25 fs and the 1st temperature
damping constant for the Berendsen thermostat (BTDC) [14] was set equal to 100 fs.
The annealing cycle used a MD step size of 1.0 fs included stages of linear ramp of .037 K/fs up to the
temperature of 4000K, a constant period of 150000 fs and a reversed ramp back to 300K (Figure 3-3).
For the 1372-atom cluster a second identical annealing cycle was simulated.

3.2.3

Oxidation
Prior to the oxidation simulation the clusters were equilibrated at a temperature of 1500K using a

MD step size of .1 fs and BTDC of 100 fs. During the main oxidation simulation a weak damping was
maintained by setting BTDC to 25000 fs, making these simulations essentially NVE-simulations.
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Additional simulation settings include periodic box sizes of 50x50x50 Å for the 256-atom cluster
and 85x85x85 Å for the 1372-atom cluster, 500 oxygen molecules for the 256-atom cluster and 2500
oxygen molecules for the 1372-atom cluster, giving number density of .2 kg/l for both clusters. The
number of oxygen molecules exceeded the stoichiometric amounts, estimated with respect to NiO and
MoO3/MoO2 as 320/224 for the 256-atom cluster and 1715/1201 for the 1372-atom cluster, respectively.

3.2.4

Radial distribution definitions
For analysis of the annealing simulation results two functions were used: the integral of the

overall radial distribution function (IRDF) and the integral of radial distribution function defined with
respect to the geometric centers of the Mo3Ni clusters (IGCRDF).

3.3

3.3.1

Results and discussion

Annealing
Figure 3-2 shows the cluster configurations after the anneal cycle. The IGCRDF changes after

initial minimization, equilibration and annealing (Figure 3-4) show that Mo atoms have shifted towards
the cluster center, whereas the Ni atoms have shifted towards the outer surface of the cluster, similarly to
the result for Pt75Re25 nanoparticles [44], reported to have a nearly pure Pt shell surrounding a more
uniform Pt–Re core. These changes could be attributed to the differences of cohesive energy (deﬁned as
Ecrystal - Eatoms) between Mo and Ni, which are -598 kJ/mol for bulk Mo [47] and about -428 kJ/mol for Ni
(-428.39 kJ/mol by experiment, -436.11 kJ/mol by PW (Perdew et al.) functional, -417.78 kJ/mol by BP
(Becke-Perdew) functional and -576.98 kJ/mol by LDA (local-density approximation) [48]). Figure 3-3
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indicates that the segregation process that takes place yields an energetically more favorable
configuration.
Comparison of IGCRDF for two consecutive 1372-atom cluster annealing cycles indicated that
the second annealing cycle had yielded no significant change in the cluster configuration. For this reason,
we concluded that the first cycle had produced close to a globally minimized configuration.
The IRDF calculations for Mo and Ni atoms with respect to all cluster atoms (Figure A-1) show
that annealing yields fairly homogeneous diffusion of the respective atoms. Also, the average IRDF
values of the first coordination shell (below distance of 4 Å) for Ni decrease, whereas for Mo the
respective values increase, which is in accord with the segregation mechanism discussed above. Similar
observations can be made from the IRDF plots for Mo atoms with respect to Mo and Ni atoms separately
(Figure A-2), which seems reasonable since Mo atoms constitute the majority of the cluster atoms.
However, for Ni atoms (Figure A-3) it is the average IRDF values of the first coordination shell with
respect to Mo atoms that decrease, whereas for Ni-Ni atoms the respective values increase. This can
attributed again to the segregation mechanism discussed above. Another observation is that the average
interatomic distance with respect to Mo atoms after annealing is greater than that with respect to Ni
atoms. This could be attributed both to the segregation and the different bulk interatomic distances for
pure Mo and Ni crystals, which are 2.72 Å [49] and 2.492 Å [50] (2.73 Å and 2.55 Å in ReaxFF),
respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-1. Initial cluster configurations (a – 256-atom cluster, 50x50x50 Å, b – 1372-atom cluster,
85x85x85 Å, orange=Ni, green=Mo).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-2. Annealed cluster configurations, cut in the middle (a – 50x50x50 Å cluster, b – 85x85x85 Å
cluster, grey=Mo, black=Ni).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-3. Bezier interpolated temperature and potential energy during the annealing cycle (a – 256-atom
cluster, b – 1372-atom cluster).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-4. IGCRDF for Mo and Ni in the initial and annealed states (a – 256-atom cluster, b – 1372-atom
cluster).

3.3.2

Oxidation
Figure A-4 shows the generation of MoOx, MoNiOx and NiOx species as a function of simulation

temperature. As a general trend for all main product species (Figure 3-5) two stages in the process can be
observed. The first one corresponds to the first major occurrence of main product species - Mo and Ni
oxides, including mixed Mo-Ni species. It occurs approximately between temperatures of 2000-3000K,
which is in the range of Ni and Mo melting points (1726K and 2895K [41], respectively), as well as
melting and boiling points of NiO (2263K/2623K [51]) and MoO2 (~1823K/1973K [51]). The second
corresponds to a steep increase of the main product species, which starts between temperatures of 30003500K and is close to the Ni boiling point (3157K [41]). The correlation with Ni boiling point
temperature could be related to the numeric dominance of Ni atoms on the cluster outer surfaces. The
plots also show dominance of Mo oxides product species, which is significantly greater than the Mo atom
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numeric dominance (3:1). The low concentrations of Ni/O species in particular could be due to higher
stability of Mo oxides (MoO2, MoO3) (which form several strong double bonds) compared to Mo/Ni/O
clusters (Figure 11) and NiO especially (since it can only form a single weak double bond).
Graphical simulation snapshots for the 256-atom cluster (Figure 3-6) confirm the observed species
concentration changes by showing a discernible migration of oxygen atoms towards the center of the
cluster at around 3300K and larger amounts of small-sized product species at around 4600K. At about
5300K there is no distinct cluster bulk structure to be seen. From the simulation snapshots for the 1372atom cluster (Figure 3-7) it can be clearly observed that the oxygen atoms tend to build bonds mostly with
Mo-surface atoms and consequently the majority of product species are indeed Mo oxides.
Results show that the total energy increases approximately simultaneously with the concentration
of oxidation products (Figure 3-5, Figure 3-8). This does not seem to be affected by reducing the iteration
step size from .1 fs to .05 fs and .025 fs. Thus the lack of total energy conservation could be attributed to
weak damping setting.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-5. Bezier interpolated numbers of main Mo and Ni species vs. temperature during the cluster
oxidation (a – 256-atom cluster, b – 1372-atom cluster).
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2088K

3300K

3677K

4621K

5376K

Figure 3-6. Cluster oxidation snapshots of the 256-atom cluster, cut in the middle, with oxygen molecules
removed, corresponding to the temperature range of 2000-5500K.

2756K

3695K

4471K

5256K

5873K

Figure 3-7. Cluster oxidation snapshots of the 1372-atom cluster, cut in the middle, with oxygen
molecules removed, corresponding to the temperature range of 2500-6000K.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-8. Temperature, potential and total energy during the cluster oxidation (a – 256-atom cluster, b –
1372-atom cluster).

3.4

Summary

The main goal of the study was exploring of segregation mechanisms in Mo3Ni cluster annealing
process and analysis of the annealed cluster oxidation dynamics/kinetics and products. The comparative
study has yielded similar patterns for 256- and 1372-atom face-centered cubic Mo3Ni clusters. The
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annealing cycle has produced a layered structure with a Mo-enriched core and a Ni-enriched outer layer.
Our oxidation simulations showed high production of Mo oxides gas phase-species and a low
concentration of Ni-oxides in the gas phase. This could be attributed to higher chemical stability of Mooxide gas phase species. The observed oxidation stages vs. temperature correlate well with the
characteristic temperatures of Mo and Ni and the main gas phase product species (MoO2, MoO3 and
NiO).
The simulations allow for the conclusion that even a relatively small amount of Ni in a Mo base
alloy significantly reduces the formation of gas-phase oxidation products due to thermodynamically
favorable segregation, thus stabilizing the surface by subsequent oxide formation.
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4

Al grain mixing in Fe/Ni matrices and its influence on oxidation

4.1

Introduction

A general focus of research related to the issues highlighted in section 1.1 is on the bulk and
surface characteristics of AlxNiyFe(1-x-y) alloys, relevant to their use as structural materials in the presence
of ambient gases (O2, H2, H2O and CO2) [52, 53]. A specific aim is to computationally predict the critical
Al content necessary for Al2O3 scale formation and to predict oxidation growth kinetics. With this aim it
is important to study the stability of different sized Al grains in a Ni or Fe bulk matrix at temperatures
above and below the structure melting point, which is the focus of this study.
Numerous numerical studies involving Ni-Al and Fe-Al compounds have been published. These
include calculation of Ni-Al alloy properties, like phase stability [54], point defect properties [54],
antiphase boundary energies [54], surface energies [54], relaxations [54], elastic constants for Ni3Al [54],
as well as equilibrium lattice constants [10], cohesive energy [10], activation and migration energies for
self-diffusion and the vacancy jump processes for NiAl and Ni3Al [10], using the embedded atom method
(EAM) [55] in static (0K) [54], Monte Carlo (MC) [13, 54] or molecular dynamics (MD) [10, 13]
calculations. Modified EAM versions have also been used, like the second nearest-neighbor modified
EAM (2NN MEAM) [56] for Fe-Al binary alloys, capable of reproducing ordering (DO3 or B2) [56],
point defect formation [56], stacking fault energy [56], grain boundary segregation [56] and interactions
between dislocations and a solute atom [56], as well as structural, elastic and thermodynamic properties
[56]. Other approaches have been employed as well, e.g., analysis of atomic ordering mechanism and
order-disorder transformation phenomena (673-1273K temperature range) in Fe3Al type intermetallics by
combining the electronic theory of alloys in pseudopotential approximation with MC simulation [57], or
semi-empirical n-body non-central potential MD simulations of cluster formation and order
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transformations in the process of quick solidification of liquid Fe50Al50 [58]. Regarding Al-Ni and Al-Fe
diffusion processes specifically, there are multiple related studies published [59-73]. Most of the studies
deal with Al-Ni alloy diffusion at temperatures below the melting point. A study on Ni/Al planar interface
diffusion at temperature close to melting point using MD and EAM has also been published [74].
However, to the best of our knowledge, no results have been published on Al grain – Fe/Ni matrix mixing
processes.
The reported study is based on MD type simulations in combination with the ReaxFF empirical
reactive force field [75] with a parameter set developed particularly for elements Fe, Ni, and Al. The
motivation for using ReaxFF instead of EAM or other methods available is primarily related to the
intended further simulations of Fe/Ni/Al alloy oxidation in the presence of ambient gases and the high
quality of its previous performance in simulations on surface segregation in Fe/Ni/Al alloys [76]. We
have recently demonstrated that ReaxFF can provide an accurate description for single-metal phases [77]
and compared the ReaxFF description for gold to EAM-descriptions for this metal [78], demonstrating
that ReaxFF is of similar or superior quality (for diffusion barriers) to existing EAM descriptions. ReaxFF
has a considerable higher computational expense than EAM or MEAM description (typically 5-20 times
more expensive). The lower computational expense of the embedded atom descriptions may make these
methods more appealing for single-metallic or simple bimetallic descriptions, but for connection to gasphase chemistry and carbide/hydride/oxide/sulfide chemistry [79-82] the high ReaxFF transferability and
accuracy provides sufficient compensation for the increased computational expense.

4.2

Method

The [83] version of the ReaxFF force field for Al/Ni/Fe/O systems was used in the study.
Prior to the main simulation there were prepared conjugate gradient energy minimized (force
tolerance/root mean square of potential energy less than .25 kcal/mol/Å) periodic bulk structures of pure
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Fe or Ni with sizes of 2000 (28.4x28.4x28.4 Å) and 2048 (28.16x28.16x28.16 Å) atoms, respectively.
Subsequently, 1 and 8 spherical Al grains, yielding approximate grain/matrix atom ratio of 1:3, were
defined by redefining the respective bulk subvolume atoms as Al (Table 4-1, Figure 4-1). Since the
interatomic distances in pure Al crystals are larger than those of Fe and Ni (Table 4-2), the newly defined
grain/matrix structures were energy minimized again (no volume change allowed during the
minimization).
The constant system size – pressure – temperature ensemble (NPT), in implementation with the
Verlet velocity algorithm for integrating the equations of motion [13] and the Berendsen thermo/barostat
[14], has been used in the study. Settings of .25 fs time step, 100 fs temperature and 5000 fs pressure
damping constants were used. The atmospheric pressure was set to 0 Pa during the whole simulation. To
simulate heating process of the structures in the temperature range of 300 to 3000K, the temperature was
changed stepwise by 100K increments after 50 ps equilibration time intervals. Cooling simulations were
also done with the structures obtained from 1 Al grain melting simulations over the temperature range of
3000-300K using the same settings.
Oxidation simulations were done for slab structures with single Al grain in constant system size,
volume and temperature (NVT) ensemble at 1500K with 3000 oxygen molecules added at density of .09
kg/l. Settings of .1 fs time step and 300 fs temperature damping constant with individually damped atoms
were used. For the Ni matrix structure the temperature damping was applied to the slab atoms only.
Strain energy definition. The chemical strain energy per atom is defined as the sum of the total
potential energy component fractions per atom subtracted by the heat of formation increment, which
corresponds to the energy of the respective atom type in its natural state. The potential energy component
fractions are defined specifically for each energy component.
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4.3

Results and discussion

For analysis of results the potential energies and system volumes vs. temperature were plotted
(Figure 4-2, Figure 4-3, Figure 4-14, Figure 4-15). These enabled us to detect time instants when critical
changes in the structures occur. Also, locally calculated chemical strain energies per atom (Figure 4-4 –
Figure 4-7) as well as the radial distribution function (RDF) and its integral form (IRDF) were evaluated
(Figure B-1, Figure B-4, Figure 4-7, Figure 4-8). For visualization of strain energy and atom distribution
graphical snapshots of the structure cross sections at different time instants were used.

4.3.1

Potential energy, volume and atom distribution during melting
For the 1 grain Fe matrix structure, the volume rise at about 1600K (Figure 4-2b, Figure 4-4a,b)

could correspond to melting of Al (Figure B-1a), due to substantial Al-Al RDF peak flattening, and
interface mixing (Figure B-1c,d), due to increase in Fe-Al RDF and IRDF values. The potential energy
rise and volume drop at about 2500K (Figure 4-2, Figure 4-4c,d) could correspond to complete
grain/matrix atom mixing (Figure B-1c,d), due to substantial increase in Fe-Al RDF and IRDF values,
and structure melting (Figure B-1a,b), due to notable Al-Al and Fe-Fe RDF peak flattening. Similar
reasoning applies to the conclusions that follow for the other Fe and Ni matrix structures.
For the 8 grain Fe matrix structure, we assign the slight potential energy and volume drop after
reaching 2300K (Figure 4-2, Figure 4-5a,b) to substantial interface mixing (Figure B-2c,d) and melting of
Al (Figure B-2a). A sharp rise of potential energy and volume at about 2700K (Figure 4-2, Figure 4-5b,c)
is due to complete grain/matrix atom mixing (Figure B-2c,d) and structure melting (Figure B-2a,b).
For the 1 grain Ni matrix structure, the potential energy and volume drop at about 1800K (Figure
4-3, Figure 4-6a,b) could result from partial ordered mixing of grain/matrix atoms in the grain region
(Figure B-3c,d), not observed for Fe matrix structures, and structure melting (Figure B-3a,b), particularly
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Al. The partial ordered mixing is attributed to a large increase in the first peak and small change between
the first and second peaks of the Ni-Al RDF, and the corresponding increase and flatness of the first
coordination shell segment of the Ni-Al IRDF. The potential energy and volume rise at about 2400K
(Figure 4-3, Figure 4-6b,c) could result from complete mixing of grain/matrix atoms (Figure B-3c,d) and
dynamic continuation of structure melting (Figure B-3a,b).
For the 8 grain Ni matrix structure, the discontinuation of the increase of volume and potential
energy at about 1000K (Figure 4-3, Figure 4-7a,b) could be related to the initiation of grain/matrix atom
mixing (Figure B-4c,d) and structure melting (Figure B-4a,b). Further drop in volume and potential
energy at about 2000K (Figure 4-3, Figure 4-7c,d) could be related to more dynamic mixing (Figure
B-4c,d) and melting (Figure B-4a,b) processes. Subsequent sharp rise in volume and potential energy at
about 2300K (Figure 4-3, Figure 4-7d,e) could be related to complete mixing of grain/matrix atoms
(Figure B-4c,d) and structure melting continuation (Figure B-4a,b).
Summarizing the above observations it could be concluded that


The Al grains start melting earlier than matrix atoms in accordance with the lower melting point of Al
(Table 4-2).



Sudden changes of volume and potential energy accompany initiation of abrupt changes in structure
melting and mixing processes, which most often coincide.



In the Fe matrix grain/matrix melting and mixing occurs earlier for larger grains, supposedly due to
the latter having a sharp expansion prior to the matrix melting start, which is not observed in any of
our other simulations and could be related to Fe-Fe crystal bond lengths being smaller than Ni-Ni
bond lengths, both being smaller than those of Al-Al (Table 4-2), thus creating a larger volume
mismatch in the Fe/Al case, compared to the Ni/Al case. Likewise, the sharp expansion could be
related to Al atoms, which are most stable in face-centered cubic (FCC) configuration, in Fe matrix
initially being in a body-centered cubic (BCC) configuration instead of FCC configuration in the Ni
matrix case. Both effects are related to the applied grain definition (section ‘Method’).
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In the Ni matrix melting and mixing occurs earlier for smaller grains, supposedly due to the latter
having a larger interface area.



Melting is generally complete for the Ni matrix at lower temperatures than for the Fe matrix in
accordance with the lower melting point of Ni (Table 4-2).



Differences in melting/mixing temperature (Table 4-3), energy/volume change patterns and partially
mixing favorable grain sizes for Fe and Ni matrices could be attributed to differences in
mixing/formation energies, which are about -19kJ/mol [84] for Fe3Al and about -41kJ/mol [85] for
Ni3Al at 0K. The observations are in accord with the strain energy distribution, described below.



Structure melting processes occur primarily at temperatures that are higher than the known melting
points of the separate components (Table 4-2), which could be partially attributed to the heating rate.
From the system snapshots (Figure 4-4 – Figure 4-7) it can be concluded that initial volume

diffusion primarily occurs when the matrix atoms migrate into the molten Al grain with comparatively
less Al atoms migrating into the matrix, which conforms with the results published in [74].

4.3.2

Strain energy distribution during melting
The relative stability of atoms can be estimated based on their chemical strain energy values, as

defined above. The atoms with lower strain energy are considered to be more stable. However, the strain
energy definition does not allow for absolute value comparison between different atom types.
From the chemical strain energy distribution for matrix atoms (Figure 4-4 – Figure 4-7), ranging
approximately between 0 and 40-60 kcal/mol for both matrices, it can be observed that the matrix atoms
are less stable, compared to bulk, at grain/matrix interface. The chemical strain energy of Al atoms ranges
approximately between -70 and 0 kcal/mol for Ni matrix and between -30 and 10 kcal/mol for Fe matrix.
This allows for the conclusion that Al atoms are comparatively more stable in Ni matrix, which likewise
could be attributed to the differences in mixing/formation energies. In distinction to matrix atoms (Figure
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4-4 – Figure 4-7), the Al atoms appear to be more stable, compared to bulk, at grain/matrix interface. For
all atom types the stability differences increase as the temperature increases.

4.3.3

Stress distribution during melting
Supplemental hydrostatic stress distribution calculations were performed during the melting

simulations. For that purpose the individual atom stress components were calculated using the
LAMMPS/ReaxFF implementation, which calculates the per-atom stress, defined as the negative of the
per-atom pressure tensor, in units of stress·volume. The compatibility of the LAMMPS and ADF ReaxFF
implementations was verified by comparing the respective potential energy and volume vs. time plots.
The stress distribution plots (Figure 4-8 – Figure 4-11) indicate that distinct compressive or tensile stress
regions are present only prior to the initiation of mixing and melting processes. Furthermore, the Al atoms
appear to be in compression, whereas the matrix atoms are in tension, which is attributed to the
differences in bond lengths, as discussed in section ‘Potential energy, volume and atom distribution
during melting’, and partially related to the strain energy differences. Due to the increasingly randomized
stress distribution after melting initiation, the mean and standard deviation values for each atom type were
calculated from the atomic stresses at each iteration. By comparing the potential energy and mean stress
changes vs. temperature and time, respectively, temperature and time being considered equivalent due to
the linear heating rate (Figure 4-2, Figure 4-3, Figure 4-12, Figure 4-13), it was concluded that the mean
stress changes abruptly upon discontinuous volume change, but not upon discontinuous potential energy
changes in melting/mixing processes which do not involve sharp volume change. During the rest of
mixing and melting processes the mean stresses for matrix atoms increase gradually, implying higher
tension due to heating, whereas for the Al atoms the mean stress values approach zero, which could be
considered as approaching tensile deformation state, compared to the initial state of compression.
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Likewise, it can be observed that initially the Al/matrix atom stress ratio is greater than 1, but
after melting and mixing it becomes much smaller than 1. That can be related to the NPT ensemble
setting of zero total pressure (hydrostatic stress), which does include the kinetic energy contribution; the
Al/matrix stoichiometric ratio of 1:3, which requires that the mean Al/matrix hydrostatic stress ratio
should be 3:1; differences in strain energy stability, which intensify at higher temperatures, and
comparatively small kinetic energy contribution at low temperatures. In distinction to the mean stress
values, the stress dispersion/scattering, characterized by the standard deviation of stress for all atoms,
increases at constant rate (Figure B-5, Figure B-6), except for discontinuous changes at moments of
abrupt volume or potential energy change (section ‘Potential energy, volume and atom distribution during
melting’), until an asymptotic value is approached. This could be attributed to the increase in kinetic
energy in combination with the phase change. The large final standard deviation values suggest that, upon
solidification, residual stresses larger than the initial stresses might occur, with matrix atoms being
primarily in tension.

4.3.4

Solidification analysis
The molten Al/Ni and Al/Fe alloy simulations (Figure 4-14, Figure 4-15) indicated that

transitions from liquid to solid state, characterized by discontinuous drop in potential energy and volume,
occurred for the Fe alloy at about 1200K and 1400K for Ni, which is between the melting points of Al
and Fe/Ni, respectively. The difference of order of 1000K between the melting and solidification
temperatures of both alloys could be explained by both superheating and undercooling effects due to the
applied high heating and cooling rates, respectively (stepwise temperature increments/decrements of
100K with 50 ps equilibration time intervals, corresponding to uniform heating/cooling rate of 2e12 K/s).
Furthermore, the Fe alloy indicates a single-crystalline structure (Figure B-7, Figure 4-16), due to close to
zero values between the first and second peaks of all (Fe-Fe, Al-Al, Fe-Al) RDFs and the corresponding
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flat segment for the first coordination sphere in the Fe-Al IRDF, whereas the Ni alloy has a
polycrystalline/fine-grained structure (Figure B-8, Figure 4-17), due to less distinct crystalline structure
patterns in all (Ni-Ni, Al-Al, Ni-Al) RDFs, particularly Al-Al, and the Ni-Al IRDF. It is known that for
Ni-Al alloys the degree of order, composition of the solidified structure and transition to amorphous vs.
crystalline state are dependent on cooling rate as well as the liquid alloy composition. For the Ni alloy in
particular, the cooling rate (2e12 K/s), that was used in the simulation, corresponds to the critical range of
rates for crystalline structures [86], whereas the specific solidification temperature corresponds to the
dominance of chemically disordered face-centered cubic (FCC) phase [87]. However, the existence of the
chemically disordered Al/Fe alloy at temperature below 1173K and 813K is in conflict with the
experimentally observed transition to the chemically ordered phases of B2 and DO3 [88], respectively,
which could be attributed to the effect of high cooling rate. Yet both structures yield energetically more
stable, i.e., having a lower potential energy, final configurations compared to the initial ideal-crystalline
structures (Figure 4-14a, Figure 4-15a), which conforms with the negative formation energy for both NiAl and Fe-Al alloys [84, 85], the approximate ratio of total heating/cooling potential energy change
dEpot(Ni-Al)/dEpot(Fe-Al) – 2.4 – being close to the ratio of formation energies of the respective alloys –
2.2.

4.3.5

Oxidation simulation results
We performed a series of MD-simulations on the Fe/Ni matrix/1 Al grain systems, defined in

section ‘Method’, in order to study the influence of grain/matrix mixing on oxidation kinetics.
The Fe matrix simulations (Figure 4-18) indicate that oxygen preferably reacts with Al, which
melts before active mixing occurs. This accounts for the observed oxygen diffusion inwards the slab. At
the same time the Fe matrix atoms remain primarily in a crystalline state and oxidize comparatively
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slowly. The final oxidation states for Fe and Al are 1.7 and 3.0, resp., which suggests that oxidation is
complete for Al, whereas Fe is underoxidized, according to assumed stoichiometry of Al2O3 and FeO.
The Ni matrix simulations (Figure 4-19) reveal that initially oxygen reacts with unmixed Ni and
Al atoms in the outer surface layers, whereas inside the slab rapid matrix/grain mixing occurs without
notable oxygen diffusion taking place. This suggests that Ni-Al alloy might be less reactive with oxygen
than pure Ni or Al structures. It can also be observed that mixing is not complete, resulting in formation
of rapidly oxidizing Al subsurface layers. In the final snapshot it can be observed that Al from the alloy
layer eventually has dissolved into the adjacent Al layers and subsequently a layer of Ni oxide in the
middle of the slab has formed. Again, the oxidation is complete for Al (oxidation state 3.1), whereas Ni is
underoxidized (oxidation state 1.7), according to assumed stoichiometry of Al2O3 and NiO. This allows
for the conclusion that in the considered structures the oxidation rates of Fe and Ni are lower, compared
to Al, the rate of Fe being the lowest.
The results of these small scale, preliminary oxidation simulations indicate that the dynamics of
matrix/grain mixing processes has a pronounced influence on the kinetics of oxidation reactions; we aim
to report larger-scale MD-studies on this topic in the future.
Table 4-1. Atomic percentage of Al in Fe/Ni-Al matrix/grain structures.
at. % Al
matrix 1 grain 8 grains
Fe
25.1
28.0
Ni
23.6
26.6
Table 4-2. Characteristic temperatures and bond distances of Ni, Fe, Al.

Ni
Fe
Al

m.p. (K)
[89, 90]
1726
1811
933

b.p. (K) [89,
90]
3157
3134
2792

bond dist. (Å)
2.489 [91]
2.459 [92]
2.863 [93]
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(a)
Figure
a
c

b
d

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fe
Al
min
max
min
max
-0.2812
3.9289
-23.0818
-4.4694
-0.3282
3.0271
-18.6820
-4.7794
Ni
Al
min
max
min
max
0.1385
4.3081
-45.0379
-2.4486
0.7103
4.2367
-22.1244
-5.3649

Figure 4-1. Strain energy [kcal/mol] distribution for Fe (1 grain (a), 8 grains (c), 28.4x28.4x28.4 Å) and
Ni (1 grain (b), 8 grains (d), 28.2x28.2x28.2 Å) matrix structures in the initial configuration at 300K.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-2. Potential energy (a) and volume (b) vs. temperature for Fe matrix structures during heating.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-3. Potential energy (a) and volume (b) vs. temperature for Ni matrix structures during heating.
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Table 4-3. Estimates of melting points (K).
matrix
Fe

1 grain
2500

8 grains
2700

Ni

2400

2300

(a)
Figure

(b)

T(K)

a
b
c
d

1437
1781
2190
2560

(c)
(d)
Fe
Al
min
max
min
max
-2.8121
22.3458
-23.0585
9.886
-3.1055
33.7568
-27.6153
11.9302
-2.0714
39.3965
-28.2012
12.2961
-0.3379
42.5658
-35.411
6.8713

Figure 4-4. Strain energy [kcal/mol] distribution for 1 Al grain in Fe matrix structure (28.4x28.4x28.4 Å)
at different temperatures during heating.

(a)

Figure
a
b
c

(b)

T(K)
2218
2359
2827

(c)

Fe
Al
min
max
min
max
-3.1305
35.0254
-30.6674
11.6543
-1.3442
38.7948
-28.9295
5.9496
2.6176
49.2919
-35.2037
12.9927

Figure 4-5. Strain energy [kcal/mol] distribution for 8 Al grains in Fe matrix structure (28.4x28.4x28.4 Å)
at different temperatures during heating.
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(a)

Figure

(b)

T(K)

a
b
c

1599
2006
2371

(c)

Ni
Al
min
max
min
max
-4.0874
18.458
-65.1115
4.2927
-6.3304
24.9469
-68.2345
-5.4786
2.3634
49.3437
-70.757
-9.2574

Figure 4-6. Strain energy [kcal/mol] distribution for 1 Al grain in Ni matrix structure (28.2x28.2x28.2 Å)
at different temperatures during heating.

Figure
a
b
c
d
e

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)
T(K)
977
1378
1783
2076
2436

(c)

Ni
Al
min
max
min
max
-5.2219
21.0283
-72.3846
-2.5232
-9.715
21.4779
-73.1757
1.9223
-9.2235
23.0217
-69.7747
5.4961
-8.9252
26.46
-72.0443
4.6963
3.4853
41.9935
-71.6098
-6.648

Figure 4-7. Strain energy [kcal/mol] distribution for 8 Al grains in Ni matrix structure (28.2x28.2x28.2 Å)
at different temperatures during heating.
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(a)
Figure

(b)
t(ns)

T(K)

a
b
c
d

(c)

511
1575
2095
2671

0.12
0.68
0.93
1.24

(d)

Fe
Al
min
max
min
max
-9.97E+05
1.98E+06 -3.13E+06
3.40E+05
-2.15E+06
3.82E+06 -4.48E+06
2.20E+06
-2.69E+06
4.29E+06 -4.41E+06
3.23E+06
-4.41E+06
4.90E+06 -5.07E+06
3.97E+06

Figure 4-8. Atomic hydrostatic stress [Å3·atm] distribution for 1 Al grain in Fe matrix structure
(28.4x28.4x28.4 Å) at different temperatures during heating.

(a)
Figure
a
b
c

(b)
T(K)

t(ns)
493
2438
2904

(c)
Fe
Al
min
max
min
max
0.12 -1.06E+06
2.63E+06 -2.89E+06
4.86E+05
1.06 -2.71E+06
4.58E+06 -3.99E+06
3.26E+06
1.31 -5.95E+06
5.37E+06 -5.91E+06
4.16E+06

Figure 4-9. Atomic hydrostatic stress [Å3·atm] distribution for 8 Al grains in Fe matrix structure
(28.4x28.4x28.4 Å) at different temperatures during heating.
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(a)
Figure

(b)
t(ns)

T(K)

a
b
c
d

398
1403
1802
3071

(c)
Ni

0.1
0.6
0.8
1.4

(d)

Al
min
max
min
max
-1.24E+06
1.88E+06 -2.25E+06
6.22E+05
-2.89E+06
3.31E+06 -2.97E+06
1.27E+06
-3.35E+06
3.58E+06 -4.04E+06
2.36E+06
-5.22E+06
4.75E+06 -6.08E+06
3.17E+06

Figure 4-10. Atomic hydrostatic stress [Å3·atm] distribution for 1 Al grain in Ni matrix structure
(28.2x28.2x28.2 Å) at different temperatures during heating.

(a)
Figure
a
b
c
d

(b)
t(ns)

T(K)
398
1590
1980
3000

(c)
Ni
0.1
0.7
0.9
1.4

(d)
Al

min
max
min
max
-1.34E+06
1.86E+06 -2.03E+06
6.38E+05
-3.09E+06
3.16E+06 -4.13E+06
1.78E+06
-6.65E+06
3.86E+06 -4.87E+06
3.26E+06
-5.60E+06
4.36E+06 -4.86E+06
3.31E+06

Figure 4-11. Atomic hydrostatic stress [Å3·atm] distribution for 8 Al grains in Ni matrix structure
(28.2x28.2x28.2 Å) at different temperatures during heating.

Figure 4-12. Mean atomic hydrostatic stress vs. time for 1/8 Al grain Fe matrix structures during heating.
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Figure 4-13. Mean atomic hydrostatic stress vs. time for 1/8 Al grain Ni matrix structures during heating.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-14. Potential energy (a) and volume (b) vs. temperature for 1 Al grain Fe matrix structure during
heating and cooling.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-15. Potential energy (a) and volume (b) vs. temperature for 1 Al grain Ni matrix structure during
heating and cooling.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-16. Molten Fe matrix (28.4x28.4x28.4 Å) structure configuration snapshots before (1701K (a))
and after (1325K (b)) solidification (Fe – orange, Al – grey).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-17. Molten Ni matrix (28.16x28.16x28.16 Å) structure configuration snapshots before (1515K
(a)) and after (1084K (b)) solidification (Ni – green, Al - grey).

0 ps

50 ps

100 ps

200 ps

Figure 4-18. Fe matrix/1 Al grain structure (28.4x28.4x28.4 Å) oxidation simulation snapshots (Fe –
black, Al – grey, O – red).

0 ps

39 ps

66 ps

200 ps

Figure 4-19. Ni matrix/1 Al grain structure (28.2x28.2x28.2 Å) oxidation simulation snapshots (Ni –
black, Al – grey, O – red).
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4.4

Conclusion

To study the stability of different sized Al grains in Ni/Fe bulk matrices at temperatures above
and below the structure melting point, MD simulations of respective structures (grain/matrix atom ratio
1:3) have been carried out in NPT ensemble conditions for temperatures being stepwise ramped over the
range of 300-3000K. The results show that, in accord with published data, Al-Ni alloy is energetically
more stable than Al-Fe alloy. This is confirmed by lower chemical strain energies for Al and Ni in mixed
state and completion of mixing at lower temperature than for Fe matrix. Supposedly due to Fe-Fe crystal
bond lengths being smaller than Al-Al bond lengths, larger Al grains appear to be favorable for mixing
with Fe matrix. However, for Ni matrix smaller Al grains appear to be favorable for mixing, which can be
explained by larger interface/mixing area, differences in the heats of formation and Ni-Ni crystal bond
lengths being larger than Fe-Fe bond lengths.
Supplemental hydrostatic stress distribution calculations during the melting simulations were
done to check for any correlation between stresses and the chemical strain energy distribution, as well as
changes of stress distribution at moments of dynamic melting and mixing. The calculations indicate that a
relation between strain energy stability and stresses for matrix and grain atoms exists both before and
after structure melting. The stress value scattering, characterized by the standard deviation of stresses,
was found to be increasing with temperature. The obtained stress distribution could serve as an estimate
of the residual stress levels, which would be obtained upon amorphous/polycrystalline solidification.
Cooling simulations over the temperature range of 3000-300K were also done. These revealed
that for the considered cooling rate Fe alloy solidifies at a lower temperature than Ni alloy. Moreover, the
Fe alloy solidifies to a crystalline structure, whereas the Ni alloy solidifies to a polycrystalline/finegrained structure. The ratio of total heating/cooling potential energy change is found to be close to the
ratio of formation energies of the respective Fe and Ni alloys.
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The results of preliminary oxidation simulations of slab structures with single grain allow
concluding that the dynamics of matrix/grain mixing processes have a pronounced influence on the
oxidation reactions, Al and Ni atoms in unmixed state being the most active reactants.
To summarize:


Al-Ni alloy is energetically more stable than Al-Fe alloy.



Obtained stress distribution could serve as an estimate of the residual stress levels, which would
be obtained upon amorphous/polycrystalline solidification.



For the given quenching rate the Fe alloy solidifies to a crystalline structure, whereas the Ni alloy
solidifies to a polycrystalline/fine-grained structure.



Dynamics of matrix/grain mixing processes have a pronounced influence on the oxidation
reactions, Al and Ni atoms in unmixed state being the most active reactants.
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5

Stress corrosion failure and related studies

5.1

Introduction

Among the environmentally assisted cracking (EAC) structural material failures a few main types
can be distinguished [18]. These include stress corrosion cracking (SCC), which occurs through a
material’s interaction in stressed state with chemically active fluid environment species and hydrogen
caused embrittlement (HE) due to bulk dissolved atomic hydrogen, which tends to migrate to high stress
regions. Both phenomena have been explored extensively both experimentally and computationally for a
wide range of materials. A comprehensive review of known and suggested SCC and HE mechanisms, as
well as outstanding issues, can be found in [94]. In particular, a review of H diffusion and dislocation
channeling related intergranular SCC and irradiation assisted SCC studies is published in [95]. Yet, to the
best of our knowledge, no all-atomistic scale MD simulation studies of these phenomena at lower
mesoscale spatial dimensions have been published so far.
Due to the use of periodic boundary conditions and the requirement for constant pressure fluidsolid interface, thin film structures were considered. Since it was considered that fundamental
understanding of the mechanical failure mechanisms is essential for interpreting results from the interface
systems simulations, complementary studies were focused on fatigue behavior and strain rate effects.
The ReaxFF force field versions used in the simulations of Al/O/H systems have been based on
earlier published versions of Al/O [96, 97], Al/H [98], O/H [99] and Al/O/H [82] force fields. For Ni/O/H
systems the [100] force field version was used.
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5.1.1

Stress corrosion cracking in alloys
Both the dislocation nucleation inhibition by a single O impurity atom at a crack tip of a single

metal in static calculations [101] and stress enhanced metal segregation and H/O inward diffusion in alloy
type structures at elevated temperature [102] have been suggested as possible early stage EAC
mechanisms. A more general discussion of solid materials brittleness and crack healing probability, based
on a comparison of the electronic bonding structure from DFT calculations on Al and Al2O3, can be found
in [103]. Moreover, analytical models, based on the combination of crack tip mechanics and oxidation
kinetics in alloys, have been developed [104-106]. The models refer to consecutive stage mechanisms of
open surface dissolution, oxidized film formation and thickening, solid state oxidation during steady state
passivation and strain facilitated rupture, which produces new open surfaces. The significance of alloy
composition has been studied experimentally, e.g., for a Ni-Cr alloy [107], which indicates simultaneous
processes of alloy component diffusion and oxygen penetration ahead of crack tips and along grain
boundaries, or for a Ni base superalloy [108], which indicates that dense grain boundary precipitates may
reduce intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) due to crack blunting effects. Furthermore, the
room temperature reactivity properties as functions of electric field [100] or electrochemical potential
[109] have been studied.

5.1.2

Hydrogen embrittlement in metals
Detailed atomistic failure mechanisms involving increased dislocation emission barriers by H

atoms on crack surface [101, 110], reduced dislocation emission barriers by H atoms on the slip plane
[110], H migration to crack tip [110, 111], as well as combined atomistic/kinetic models [111, 112] have
been presented. In the latter, atomistic/kinetic model, studies a kinetic analysis is used to calculate the size
of a H-rich region formed at the crack tip. By combining the kinetic analysis with the
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deformation/fracture analysis a ductile-to-brittle transition mechanism map is proposed, which is
validated by experimental results. Related HE mechanisms include hydrogen-enhanced decohesion [113],
as well as adsorption-induced dislocation emission [114] and hydrogen-enhanced localized plasticity
[115]. Likewise, related thermodynamic Al hydride properties [116-120], including Al-vacancy binding
and other H trapping states, have been studied. Accordingly, for H facilitated fracture, void coalescence
mechanisms, as discussed, e.g., for an Al alloy [121], may be applicable [114, 120, 122].
For the current HE study (section 5.9) fcc-Al was used as a model material due to its low H
solubility [119] and, hence, a high expectation for chemical activity in proximity of crack surfaces [110].

5.1.3

Stress corrosion cracking and fatigue in Al2O3 based ceramics
The cyclic and static fatigue behavior of polycrystalline Al2O3 or Al2O3 based ceramics, used as

protective oxide surface layer materials in structural applications [4, 34, 123-125], has been studied
experimentally and analytically, considering strength and crack propagation rate dependence on grain
boundary content and air vs. water [126-128] or inert vs. moist air [129] environment, as well as grain
bridging shielding degradation dependence on grain size and loading level [130-132]. A stress corrosion
assisted grain size dependent [36] static fatigue mechanism, involving a microcrack growth, coalescence
and fracture, and an associated analytical model have been proposed for multigrain vitreous bonded
alumina [35]. The interface strengthening effects of Al2O3 coating application, along with splat cracking
and void coalescence development mechanisms, have also been studied, e.g., for steel substrates [133].
However, to the best of our knowledge, no atomistic fatigue studies beyond unit cell α-Al2O3 calculations
[134] have been done. Yet, according to an experimental study [135], transgranular fracture, which may
be dominant for unstable fracture [128, 135], constitutes 30% of fatigue fracture surfaces. Moreover,
since experimental fatigue studies may not identify incipient atomistic failure mechanisms of cyclic
loading in single crystals, the current simulation studies (sections 5.3-5.7) are intended as a contribution
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to the purpose. Water was chosen as a generalized EAC environment. In order to form a link with general
characteristics of single- and polycrystalline Al2O3 cracking, a brief overview of known phenomena will
be presented in the remainder of this section.
The experimental data on polycrystalline, in particular nanocrystalline, Al2O3 crack propagation
indicate that cracks primarily propagate along grain boundaries [132, 136]. In contrast, the brittleness of
bulk crystalline Al2O3 has been explored in context of density distribution and extent of surface relaxation
during crack opening in a DFT study [103]. Furthermore, the brittle vs. ductile deformation behavior of
the material beside temperature can be influenced by deformation rate, grain size and the structure of the
grain boundaries. In particular, the increase of deformation rate corresponds to increase in brittle to
ductile transition temperature (BDTT) [21], whereas the presence of other elements, like Mg, may result
in formation of amorphous grain boundary phases that have lower melting temperatures than pure Al
oxide. As a result, a transition from ductile to brittle at high temperatures may occur [137]. The grain size
is found to be proportional to the slope of stress intensity vs. crack length (related to R-curve behavior,
a.k.a. J vs. a curve, for elastic materials J = -1/t dU/da, where U is the energy necessary for crack
propagation, t – sample thickness, a – the crack depth), which implies that the fracture toughness of the
material decreases with decreasing grain size [21, 138]. This particular material behavior is explained by
the corresponding reduction in crack path length surrounding the bridging grains (grains in compression
due to mismatch between elastic and thermal properties of grains) and the mean value of residual stresses
[138]. Lower residual stresses imply reduction of friction forces upon grain pullout from the embedding
matrix. The residual stress reduction, in turn, is attributed to stress relaxation due to grain boundary
diffusion, which is higher for smaller grains [139]. Likewise, the R-curve behavior may be significantly
reduced by addition of second phase particles, like ZrO2 or SiC, due to a resultant reduction in grain size
[138].
For brittle transgranular fractures at room temperature, fracture morphologies of even fracture
surfaces, surfaces with step-terraces and surfaces mainly composed by curved fracture have been
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identified [20]. Likewise, a single sapphire crystal plates fatigue mechanism has been studied
phenomenologically, indicating loading orientation dependent spatial perturbations along low energy
cleavage planes [140]. Beside transgranular fractures that occur along the primary crack line along with
intergranular fractures, the crack-interface grain bridging [141], which may appear between overlapping
cracks, separated by several grain diameters, has been identified as a mechanism for explaining the
R-curve behavior of the material under the assumption that no phase transformation takes place. This
behavior is found to correlate with the findings of an acoustic emission study which attributes the
propagation of the primary crack at room temperature to two crack resistance mechanisms which consist
in coalescence of microcracks behind the crack tip and energy dissipation in the flanks of the crack [142].
According to [143], intermetallic compounds can be forced to undergo a crystalline to amorphous
(CA) transformation when the stresses at a crack tip elevate the free energy of the compound above that
of the amorphous state. Analogous behavior due to overall pressure has been reported also for TiO2 [144]
and Y2O3 [145], as well is for hypervelocity impact deformations [29, 146]. Specifically, amorphization
in –alumina under hypervelocity impact has been observed in large-scale MD simulations [29], where
the amorphous regions are found to act as a source of dislocations. Instead, at the interface between
amorphous domains and crystalline phases domains cracks are reported to initiate [29]. Likewise,
amorphization has been observed in mullite (3Al2O3-2SiO2) samples shocked above the phase-transition
pressure [146].
Alternatively, CA transition in elastic loading can be a sudden collapse of the lattice when the
crystal is brought to become mechanically unstable, e.g., due to the loss of shear rigidity [143, 147]. The
latter, according to [147], is valid for homogeneous processes of mechanical melting, which can be
observed at extremely high deformation rates, or upper limit of superheating. Another deformation
mechanism by amorphization induced plasticity has been introduced in [148]. According to this
mechanism, nanoscale amorphization (NA) serves as a special plastic shear deformation mode in initially
crystalline Ni and Si nanowires. This phenomenon can be partially attributed to the observed reduction of
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alumina yield strength and stiffness in amorphous phase [149], compared to crystalline phases, which is
related to lower density of the amorphous phases [149]. Similarly, in [150] non-viscous, plastic
deformation behavior at low stress values (360 MPa) in amorphous ZrO2-Al2O3 under compression has
been attributed to the low density of the amorphous phase [150]. In the latter case plasticity onset is
associated with a sharp yield drop and the formation of localized shear bands throughout the sample
[150]. In contrast, Al nanowire amorphization has been explained by increased defect concentration,
presumably due to a large surface/volume ratio, which results in reduction of plasticity due to necking
type fracture [151]. Subsequently, it is suggested that amorphization may serve as a locally plastic,
macroscopically brittle failure mechanism in materials with large dislocation barriers, like ceramics [152].
Instead, high temperature plastic deformation in fine-grained, polycrystalline alumina may take
place by diffusional creep or grain boundary sliding [153]. In particular, this behavior is strongly affected
by small amount of doping cations, which tend to segregate at the grain boundaries [153]. E.g., Lu doping
has been observed to increase the creep resistance, supposedly due to increase in ionic bond strength
[153]. In contrast, substitution Fe2+ cation doping has been found to increase the grain boundary
diffusional creep at high temperature [154].

5.2

5.2.1

Evaluation of elasticity, plasticity and fracture material properties

α-Al2O3

5.2.1.1 Structures and method
For the calculation of elastic constants energy minimized unit cell structures at 5% strain levels
were considered.
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For the fracture toughness evaluation a bulk supercell with dimensions 152.5x4.9x152.3 Å in
directions [10.0]/[-12.0]/[00.1], resp., and a center located narrow elliptical hole approximating a crack
was defined. The crack orientations 10.0{00.1} (C-plane) and 00.1{10.0} (M-plane) were considered
(crack directions given). The hole was filled with He atoms to prevent its closing due to attractive forces
during minimization (Figure 5-1).

Figure 5-1. α-Al2O3 (152.5x4.9x152.3 Å supercell) initial 00.1{10.0} crack configuration.
The structures were statically deformed in 0.25% tension strain increments, followed by
minimization without lateral volume relaxation. The latter condition corresponds to plane strain boundary
condition.

5.2.1.2 Results
The latest ffield results (Table 5-1) indicate overestimation of C11+C12 and C13. However, the
fracture toughness values and the observed fracture planes (Figure 5-2) [20] indicate good agreement with
reference data, in particular the {10.2} plane (R-plane), which is known to have the lowest fracture
toughness at room temperature [155]. The occurrence of partially amorphized lower density phases could
be explained by comparing the energy vs. volume curves for different phases of Al oxide. These indicate
that kappa phase becomes more stable at uniform expansion of 7%. Since the radial distribution plots
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from the low density regions indicate close similarity to both kappa and alpha phases, an additional unit
cell [10.0] expansion with fixed lateral dimensions was performed. The expansion indicated two phase
transitions. Subsequently, the phase after the first transition (=0.24) was identified with the radial
distribution of the low density regions (Figure 5-3). A comparison of the unidentified phase against the
known phase energy vs. volume curves indicates that the phase becomes more stable than the kappa phase
at uniform expansion of 28% (Figure 5-4a). A DFT test calculation1 was done for validation (Figure
5-4b). It indicates a barrierless transition from elastic deformation to quasi plastic dissociation, suggesting
that the phase transformation in ReaxFF calculation may correspond to an amorphization mechanism.
For evaluation of boundary condition effects a test simulation of an analogous bulk structure with
a 10.0{00.1} crack, loading in [00.1] direction and lateral relaxation in [10.0] direction was carried out.
The results of it indicate no lattice defects even at volume expansion of 59% and elongation of 80%
(Figure 5-5). Moreover, there was not observed any phase transformation during the deformation process,
which motivated further investigation by comparison with DFT calculations. For comparison an α-Al2O3
unit cell uniform expansion by 20% in [00.1] direction without lateral relaxation at 0 atm was performed,
which was expected to exceed the instability limit of cracked structure energy vs. bulk [103]. At this
deformation level the open surface structure was found to have a lower energy than the bulk structure.
The DFT calculation2 indicated no fracture in agreement with the ReaxFF calculation. However, the
energy difference with respect to the minimum energy volume structure was about 17% lower than that of
ReaxFF. Subsequently it was concluded that under bulk conditions overestimation of fracture/dissociation
barriers may occur.

1
2

Credit to group member Dr. G. Psofogiannakis.
Credit to group member Dr. G. Psofogiannakis.
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Table 5-1. α-Al2O3 elastic constants and fracture toughness values.
C11+C12 (GPa)
DFT/experiment

660 [156];
604.353
ReaxFF (AlOH_Oct2013) 781.33

C13 (GPa)

C33 (GPa)

KIc (MPa∙m1/2) KIc (MPa∙m1/2)
00.1{10.0} 10.0{00.1}

116 [156];
109.123
344.04

500 [156];
455.843
506.16

2.345 [157]

4.54 [155]

2.413

4.528

Figure 5-2. α-Al2O3 (152.5x4.9x152.3 Å supercell) 00.1{10.0} crack propagation snapshots.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5-3. Al-Al (a), Al-O (b), O-O (c) radial distribution functions for bulk stretched structure samples
(X1, X2 from red designated phase areas in Figure 5-16) and volume minimized Al2O3 unit cell (Xmin).

3

Credit to group member Dr. G. Psofogiannakis.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5-4. Uniform expansion equations of state of Al2O3 phases (a) and [10.0] expansion equation of
state of α-Al2O3 (b).

Figure 5-5. α-Al2O3 (152.5x4.9x152.3 Å) [00.1] stretching with relaxation in [10.0]; configuration
snapshots.
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5.2.2

fcc-Al and fcc-Ni

5.2.2.1 Structures and method
Analogously to Al2O3 (section 5.2.1), the elastic constants and fracture toughness values were
estimated. For fcc-Al fracture toughness calculation a bulk supercell with 151.1x9.69x150.8 Å
dimensions in directions [1-10]/[11-2]/[111], respectively, and a center located 2-layer wide (1-10)[111]
He-filled crack was used. For fcc-Ni fracture toughness calculation a bulk supercell with
151.9x7.23x151.9 Å dimensions in directions [100]/[010]/[001], respectively, and a center located 1-layer
wide (001)[100] He-filled crack was used. Plane strain boundary conditions were applied. Additionally
the intrinsic (ISF) and unstable (USF) stacking fault energies for both materials were calculated.

5.2.2.2 Results
The fcc-Al elastic constant values, particularly the C44, indicate overestimated stiffness as
compared to the reference data (Table 5-2). This might the reason for a significant overestimate of the
fracture toughness value according to the strain energy release rate, as compared to the Griffith theory
(0.52 MPa∙m1/2) and the reference data. Instead, the ISF and USF energies indicate good agreement with
reference data.
The fcc-Ni elastic constant values indicate underestimation of C11 and overestimation of C44
(Table 5-3). Similarly to the fcc-Al result, a significant overestimation of the fracture toughness is
obtained according to the strain energy release rate calculation. Hence the overestimation of C44 appears
to be a possible reason for the difference for both materials. In contrast to the USF energy, which
indicates good agreement with reference data, the ISF energy estimate indicates artificial stability, which
implies higher barriers for trailing partial dislocations.
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Table 5-2. fcc-Al elastic constants, fracture toughness values, intrinsic and unstable stacking fault
energies.
C11 (GPa) C12 (GPa) C44 (GPa) KIc (MPa∙m1/2) ISF(mJ/m2)
1-10{111}
DFT/experiment 104 [158]; 55.9 [158]; 29.5 [158]; 0.45 [110]; 0.52 140; 93
116 [159] 64.8 [159] 30.9 [159] [160]
[160]
ReaxFF
133
64.3
58.1
0.91
98
(AlOH_Oct2013)

USF(mJ/m2)
188; 143
[160]
140

Table 5-3. fcc-Ni elastic constants, fracture toughness values, intrinsic and unstable stacking fault
energies.

Experiment/EAM/EMP
ReaxFF [100]

C11 (GPa) C12 (GPa) C44 (GPa) KIc (MPa∙m1/2) ISF(mJ/m2)
001{100}
246.5
147.3
124.7
1 [162]
54 [163]
[161]
[161]
[161]
217.6
151.2
151.2
1.77
-17

5.3

5.3.1

USF(mJ/m2)
287 [163]
236

α-Al2O3 anisotropy and strain study

Structures
For this study 2 slab geometries of thickness 101.7 Å and rectangular surface notch/blunt edge

crack orientations [00.1](10.0) and [00.1](-12.0) (A-plane) were defined. The (00.1) surface was defined
as the open surface with the estimate that for subsequent study of Al2O3/Al interface structures the
specific surface would be the most suitable [164] as well being the most stable [123]. The periodic
dimensions were 33.8x4.9 Å ([10.0]/[1-2.0]) for tensile deformation in [10.0] direction and 8.5x34.2 Å
([10.0]/[1-2.0]) for tensile deformation in [-12.0] direction. The slab surfaces were Al-terminated, since
these are known to be more stable than O-terminated surfaces [123]. Considering the relatively small
[00.1] dimension, the given boundary conditions are considered as plane stress conditions.
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5.3.2

Method
The simulations were performed with constant volume-temperature (NVT) ensemble regime at

300K with a temperature damping constant of 100 fs. The tension was applied by scaling the respective
axis dimension at each iteration to simulate the engineering strain rate of 5e-6 fs-1, the latter being 2-3
orders of magnitude lower than the hypervelocity impact loading rates used in studies [29, 146]. To
reduce the loading induced nonequilibrium effects, the loading was applied in 10% increments, followed
by relaxation periods of 20 ps. An additional strain analysis was done for the [10.0] direction loaded
structure with cutoff radius of 6 Å and time increments of 10 ps.

5.3.3

Results and Analysis
The deformation of the both structures proceeds through the occurrence of an amorphous shear

band, which subsequently expands over the whole thickness of the structure (Figure 5-6). A few small
crystalline grains are left inside the band. For the structure with strain applied in [10.0] direction the
deformation forms voids in the shear band and the failure is observed at =2. This deformation type has
been observed experimentally both at room [165] and elevated temperatures [166]. Instead, for the
structure with strain applied in [-12.0] direction the deformation yields a necking type transformation with
the initially formed voids closing (Figure 5-7). The latter simulation was stopped at =2.7. The
amorphization phenomenon is interpreted as a combination of plastic shear deformation mechanism [148]
and highly increased potential energy induced phase transformation due to loading [143]. The distinctly
plastic deformation observed in both cases is attributed to the size effect related flaw tolerance [30, 167,
168] due to the high value of surface-to-volume ratio (200 m-1) [169]. However, the potential energy
and overall tensile stress plots indicate that overall structure behavior is identical (Figure 5-8). Hence for
further studies the [10.0] stretching direction was selected due to its lower failure strain value.
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=0.0

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.7
2.1

=0.1

Smin (GPa)
19.5
23.6
25.0
27.8
28.5

=0.2

=0.7

=2.1

Smax (GPa)
40.4
52.6
55.0
59.9
59.5

Figure 5-6. α-Al2O3 slab (33.8x4.9x101.7 Å) [10.0] stretching snapshots; octahedral stress distribution.

=0.0

0.0
0.3
0.8
1.8
2.2

=0.3

Smin (GPa)
19.5
26.2
27.9
28.3
27.7

=0.8

=1.8

=2.2

Smax (GPa)
40.4
56.7
59.8
59.4
59.1

Figure 5-7. α-Al2O3 slab (34.2x8.5x101.7 Å) [-12.0] stretching snapshots; octahedral stress distribution.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5-8. Potential energy (a) and tensile stress (b) vs. time: comparison for [10.0] and [-12.0] strained
α-Al2O3 slabs.
The distributions of maximum principal Emax and octahedral Eoct strains corresponding to Green
and Almansi strain tensors (Figure 5-9) indicate that strains are concentrated in the amorphized regions,
as expected. More distinct differences and trends can be observed by comparing the mean strain criterion
values (Figure 5-10). A general observation for all curves is a discontinuous change in slope at 450 ps
(=1), which is attributed to crack propagation and the resulting rotation of the structure due to force
moment balance. The rotation facilitates shear sliding failure in the amorphized region due to the angle of
45 with respect to the stretch direction. The mean Emax_Green values increase close to linearly until
failure, whereas the mean Emax_Almansi values approach an asymptotic value of 0.5. Both trends can be
explained in a simplified way by considering uniform uniaxial tension deformation gradient. By
straightforward estimation of the respective infinite strain limits it is found that for Green strain the limit
is infinity, whereas for Almansi strain the limit is 0.5, which is close to the observed value of 0.4.
Instead, the mean Eoct values for both tensors increase linearly until failure. This can be explained by
estimating the Eoct limit of infinite strain for the simplified case of uniform simple shear deformation
gradient, which equals infinity for both strain tensors due to the non-negative definition of the criterion.
Furthermore, by considering the close similarity of Emax_Green and Eoct_Green curves it can be concluded that
the failure is primarily due to shear deformation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5-9. Maximum principal and octahedral strain distributions according to Green (a,c) and Almansi
(b,d) strain tensors for [10.0] strained α-Al2O3 slab (33.8x4.9x101.7 Å, =0.8): distribution comparison.

Figure 5-10. Mean maximum principal and octahedral strains according to Green and Almansi strain
tensors for [10.0] strained α-Al2O3 slab.
To summarize:
•

the [10.0] stretching direction was selected for further studies due to its lower failure strain value

•

based on the close similarity of mean Emax_Green and Eoct_Green values it could be concluded that the

material failure is primarily due to shear deformation.
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5.4

5.4.1

Loading rate and relaxation study

Structures and Method
In order to evaluate the effect of loading rate on the deformation behavior in Al2O3 structures, two

simulations using the [10.0] direction loaded 101.7 Å thick (00.1) slab structure with periodic dimensions
of 33.8x4.9 Å ([10.0]/[-12.0]) and a [00.1](10.0) rectangular surface notch were performed. The NVT
ensemble at 300K with temperature damping of 100 fs was used. Due to the relatively small [00.1]
dimension, the given boundary conditions are considered as plane stress conditions.
In the first simulation a deformation loading rate of 5e-4 fs-1 was applied, which corresponds to
the hypervelocity impact loading rate used in [29]. In the second simulation a single strain increment of
10% at 5e-6 fs-1 strain rate with box strain adjusted [17] NVT ensemble was performed, followed by NPT
based relaxation to 0 atm using pressure damping constant of 5000 fs.
A large scale Al2O3 (00.1) slab structure with thickness of 152.5 Å, periodic dimensions of
152.3x4.9 Å and identical surface notch/loading configuration was used for a lower strain rate
comparison. For this structure loading regimes of 5e-6 fs-1 5% (5 ps) stretching alternating with variable
relaxation periods, which would yield close to fully relaxed structures after each loading stage, and of 5e6 fs-1 0.25% (0.5ps) strain increments alternating with 5ps relaxation periods were compared. Since the
loading stages for the second regime were of comparatively small duration, the loading rate could be
considered equivalent to effective constant loading rate of 5e-7 fs-1. The simulations were performed with
NPT ensemble at 300K and 0 atm with temperature damping of 100 fs, pressure damping of 5000 fs and 2
pressure chain thermostats. The boundary conditions were considered as plane stress due to 0 atm [-12.0]
relaxation.
A large scale Al2O3-terminated fcc-Al slab structure was considered for evaluation of strain rate
effects in the metal. The structure has periodic dimensions of 152.3x9.77 Å in directions [1-10]/[11-2],
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respectively, and thickness of 123.4 Å. The (111) outer slab surfaces were interfaced with unit-cell thick
(12.71 Å) Al2O3 layers having an orientation identical to the structures above. The (00.1) oxide interface
was defined as Al-terminated, which energetically matches 0K scaled experimental results according to
[164]. A rectangular notch was defined for one of the oxide layers. On the notch side the fcc stacking with
respect to O positions of alumina, which has been found to be the most stable configuration among
Al-terminated oxide surfaces and the closest to experimental values [164], was used, whereas for the
defect free side the on-top stacking was applied for comparison. The strain rates of 5e-6/5e-5/5e-4 fs-1 in
[1-10] direction with alternating deformation cycles of 10/1/0.05 ps (d=0.05/0.05/0.025) and relaxation
cycles of 20/20/10 ps, respectively, were applied. The used ensemble settings are given in Table 5-4. The
boundary conditions were considered as plane stress due to 0 atm [11-2] relaxation.
Table 5-4. Ensemble settings for α-Al2O3 slab loading rate study.
Loading
rate (fs-1)
5e-6
5e-5
5e-4

5.4.2

Time step
(fs)
0.2
0.2
0.1

Loading
interval (ps)
10
1
0.05

Relaxation
interval (ps)
20
20
10

Ensemble

Temperature
damping (fs)
NPT
100
NPT
100
NPT/NVT [170] 300

Pressure
damping (fs)
1000
1000
5000

Results and Analysis
For the first, multiple increment, small scale Al2O3 slab simulation, the stress distribution (Figure

5-11) indicates an initial shock wave, which results in void coalescence caused failure at =0.4,
accompanied by localized amorphization. The strain rate effect can be estimated by comparing the
potential energy and stress responses with those of the same structure at 5e-6 loading rate (section 5.3.3).
The plots indicate significantly lower strength and strain energy capacity (Figure 5-13), except for a
transition state according to potential energy between =0.1 and =0.2. Charge distribution plots (Figure
5-12) indicate charge polarization in the fracture region before the fracture, which allows for the
suggestion that it may facilitate the fracture. The asymmetry of the Al atom charge distribution after
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fracture is similar to the charge distributions observed for brittle fracture of silicon both experimentally
and in simulations [171].

=0.05

0.05
0.10
0.20
0.30

=0.1
Smin Al (GPa)
92.3
80.9
73.8
72.3

=0.2

=0.3

Smax Al (GPa)
123.6
107.7
105.4
99.9

Figure 5-11. α-Al2O3 slab (33.8x4.9x101.7 Å) [10.0] stretching snapshots; max. normal stress
distribution.

=0.0


=0.1
qAl (e)

0.00
0.10
0.10
0.30

=0.1

=0.3

qAl (e)
1.76
1.58
1.71
1.70

1.88
1.69
1.87
1.90

Figure 5-12. α-Al2O3 slab (33.8x4.9x101.7 Å) [10.0] stretching snapshots; charge distribution.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5-13. Potential energy (a) and tensile stress (b) vs. strain: comparison for [10.0] strained α-Al2O3
slabs (1x=5e-6 fs-1).
The second, single increment, small Al2O3 slab simulation snapshots indicate that for the given
applied strain level the amorphization is partially reversible upon load removal (Figure 5-14). This
observation is confirmed by the radial distribution function plots and the minor change in potential energy
compared to the initial state (Figure 5-15), which is attributed to the localized amorphous region.


0.0
0.09
0.10
0.01
0.002

S (GPa)
19.5
30.0
25.7
20.4
20.2

S (GPa)
40.4
50.9
53.4
45.7
42.8

Figure 5-14. [10.0] strained α-Al2O3 slab (33.8x4.9x101.7 Å) amorphization and re-crystallization
snapshots; octahedral stress distribution.
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Figure 5-15. α-Al2O3 radial distribution upon amorphization and subsequent re-crystallization.
The large scale Al2O3 slab structure simulations yielded approx. ratio of 2.4 for the mean loading
rates of the variable relaxation vs. constant relaxation loading regimes, respectively. The comparison of
the potential and tensile stress curves indicates that both regimes are similar up to the emission of a
dislocation along a {-10.2} plane (Figure 5-18). After the emission the variable relaxation/high increment
loading regime indicates higher stiffness due to a higher level of potential energy reached. The increase in
energy is apparently facilitated by the formation of a lower density phase band (Figure 5-16), analogous
to the one discussed in section 5.2.1.2. Through this band a crack subsequently develops. Instead, the
constant relaxation/small increment regime indicates no significant increase in potential energy after the
dislocation emission, which is apparently related to formation of localized smaller density regions and
crack formation along the dislocation path (Figure 5-17). The overall axial stress responses indicate
similar differences for both structures (Figure 5-18b), which result in the failure strain of the constant
relaxation regime structure (0.25) being significantly less than that of the variable relaxation regime
structure (0.4). Yet the potential energy levels at failure (Figure 5-18a) have similar values for both
structures, which implies that the energy capacity of the material at failure may be less sensitive to the
loading regime.
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=0.1

=0.2

=0.4

Figure 5-16. α-Al2O3 slab (152.3x4.9x152.5 Å) [10.0] deformation with variable relaxation time;
configuration snapshots.

=0.09

=0.11

=0.24

Figure 5-17. α-Al2O3 slab (152.3x4.9x152.5 Å) [10.0] deformation with constant relaxation time;
configuration snapshots.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-18. Potential energy (a) and tensile stress (b) vs. strain: loading regime comparison for [10.0]
strained α-Al2O3 slabs.
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The fcc-Al slab potential energy and tensile stress responses indicate that higher strain rates may
enhance stiffness and plasticity as long as the material response remains ductile, as suggested by more
rapid initial potential energy rise (peak values reached at =0.15/0.1/0.03, resp.) and the lower failure
strain (=0.4) for the lowest strain rate (Figure 5-21). The observation is in qualitative agreement with
results from experimental studies with significantly lower strain rates [172]. Yet, since the failure mode
for the 2 highest strain rates involves transition to a brittle cleavage fracture mode (Figure 5-19, Figure
5-20), the increase in expected failure strains at higher strain rates is likely due to the non-equilibrium
dynamics effects (section 5.9.3). An additional observation regarding the relaxation of the different
stacking cases at the Al/Al2O3 interface is the different levels of rearrangement. For the on-top stacking
case a significant rearrangement is formed by transition to an O-terminated interface layer, which is
reported to have about an order higher adhesion energy than the respective Al-terminated interface [164].
Instead, for the fcc stacking case rearrangement by transition to an O-terminated interface layer is
observed only in the proximity of the notch, while a transition to O-terminated free surface occurs at
several locations (Figure 5-22). The latter observation is assumed to be a result of interface
rearrangement, since no analogous rearrangement is observed for Al2O3 slabs.

=0.1

=0.2

=0.3

Figure 5-19. [1-10] 5e-6 fs-1 strained α-Al2O3-terminated fcc-Al slab (152.3x9.77x148.8 Å); configuration
snapshots.
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=0.15

=0.33

=0.60

Figure 5-20. [1-10] 5e-4 fs strained α-Al2O3-terminated fcc-Al slab (152.3x9.77x148.8 Å); configuration
snapshots (Al – grey, O – red).
-1

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-21. Potential energy (a) and tensile stress (b) vs. strain for [1-10] strained α-Al2O3-terminated
fcc-Al slab: loading rate comparison (1x=5e-6 fs-1).

Figure 5-22. On-top (c,d) and fcc (a,b) α-Al2O3/fcc-Al interface stacking (with respect to O)
configurations prior to and after minimization (Al – grey, O – red).
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5.4.3

Summary

α-Al2O3 slabs:
•

Significantly lower strength and strain energy capacity for the shock loading rate is predicted.

•

Charge polarization it may facilitate the fracture.

•

Amorphization is partially reversible upon load removal.

•

Constant relaxation regime is expected to yield more brittle and reduced strength material
response.

•

Energy capacity of the material at failure may be less sensitive to the loading regime for loading
rates below shock loading.

fcc-Al slab:
•

Transition to brittle cleavage failure mode before fracture, at strain rate of 5e-4 fs-1.

•

Increasing strain rates below transition to brittle failure may enhance stiffness and plasticity
according to failure strain.

5.5

5.5.1

α-Al2O3 fatigue study

Structures and Method
(00.1) slab structures with periodic dimensions of 152.3x4.88 Å in [10.0]/[-12.0] directions,

respectively, thickness of 152.5 Å and rectangular (10.0)[10.0] surface notch were used in the study.
Both dynamic and static cyclic deformation in [10.0] direction was simulated in order to evaluate
finite temperature effects versus the static/low temperature case. For the dynamic simulation a loading
rate of 5e-6 fs-1 in 0.25% (0.5ps) strain increments alternating with 5ps relaxation periods was applied.
The loading frequency was 1.9 ns-1. The NVT/NPT ensemble at 300K with 100 fs damping, 0 atm with
5000 fs damping and 1 thermostat chain on barostat was used. For the static simulations 0.25% strain
increments with subsequent minimization were applied. In addition to the 0 atm volume minimized
structure a 7% [10.0]/[-12.0] pre-strained structure was simulated for comparison. For static simulations
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the [-12.0] dimension was kept fixed at its initial value. Thus plane stress conditions were obtained for the
dynamic simulation and mixed plane strain/plane stress conditions in directions [-12.0]/[00.1] for the
static systems. For all systems the tensile strain was increased up to a strain level after fracture initiation,
subsequently reduced to a compression level within elastic response range and reloaded in tension up to a
second fracture initiation. For the volume minimized static simulation a second loading cycle was
performed. For comparison separate compression simulations from the initial state for all systems were
performed for comparison.

5.5.2

Results and Discussion
Stress distributions for all structures indicate structure-wide stress gradients up to crack surface

vicinity (Figure 5-23), which correspond to purely elastic/brittle material response. The main numerical
results are summarized in Table 5-5. These indicate that temperature enhances plasticity, since the system
at 300K fails at a larger strain during the second tension cycle, as compared to the first cycle. Yet the
overall brittleness is increased at 300K due to lower failure strains, stresses and potential energy as
compared to the static simulations. Furthermore, the pre-expanded structure indicates lower failure
stresses and potential energy as compared to the volume minimized static structure, although both failure
strains are approximately identical and decreasing for repeated cycles. Thus it may be concluded that
pre-expansion weakens the material response, as expected due to increased stress triaxiality, and that
under the given loading conditions low cycle fatigue is likely to occur in the static systems, whereas
shakedown [173] may occur for the 300K system.
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configuration
a
b
c
d


0.00
0.02
0.09
0.10

Smin Al (GPa)
86.6
93.8
94.9
85.4

Smax Al (GPa)
109.6
120.5
127.1
124.4

Figure 5-23. [10.0] strained α-Al2O3 slab (152.3x4.9x152.5 Å) snapshots; max. normal stress distribution.
Table 5-5. 1st and 2nd loading cycle failure strains, stresses and potential energies for [10.0] strained
α-Al2O3 slab.
0

T(K)
300
0
0

f1
0
0.07
0

f2
0.095
0.150
0.145

dSf1(atm)
0.13
0.120
0.125

270000
390000
600000

dSf2(atm)
175000
260000
540000

dEf1(kcal/mol) dEf2(kcal/mol)
20500
60000
106000

17000
23000
92000

More insights can be obtained from the potential energy and stress response plots (Figure 5-24).
Due to the positive shifts in minimum energy locus along potential energy and strain axes it can be
concluded that temperature and pre-expansion reduce crack healing probability and facilitate kinematic
hardening effect. Instead, the volume minimized static structure indicates no kinematic hardening and
notable crack healing due to negligible increase in potential energy and evident closing of most of the
cracks upon compression.
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Figure 5-24. Potential energy and tensile stress vs. strain for [10.0] strained α-Al2O3 slabs at 300K (a,b),
0=0.0, and at 0K with 0=0.07 (c,d) and 0=0.0 (e,f).
The extent of strain rate effect for the 300K system could be estimated by performing a constant
strain relaxation shortly before reaching the maximum strain of =0.1 during the first cycle (Figure 5-25),
which indicates that fracture strain level is slightly overestimated compared to quasi-static loading, the
deviation being ascribed to differences in dynamics of loading and amorphization/fracture propagation
processes. Slight dynamics change in structure relaxation during unloading compared to constant strain
level is also observed. Subsequently, the overall strain rate effect is not considered being significant.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5-25. Potential energy (a) and tensile stress (b) vs. time for [10.0] strained α-Al2O3 slab at 300K.
It is worth indicating that the volume distributed crack pattern of the volume minimized static
structure is notably different from the pre-expanded static or 300K volume minimized systems, which
indicate a single crack propagating along {10.-2} and {10.2} slip planes (Figure 5-26-Figure 5-28),
respectively. Both {10.-2} and {10.2} are experimentally detected fracture planes [20, 155]. In the case of
the 300K system a low density band forms prior to the crack formation, suggesting that a fracture
mechanism at room temperature could be {10.-2} slip initiated layer-wise amorphization (Figure 5-29), in
agreement with the unit cell [10.0] deformation results in section 5.2.1.2. It was also observed that
repeated loading in the volume minimized static may reduce {-10.8} dislocation emission probability,
thus favoring {10.-2} dislocations with a higher resolved normal stress (Figure 5-28).
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Figure 5-26. [10.0] strained α-Al2O3 slab (152.3x4.9x152.5 Å) at 300K; configuration snapshots.

Figure 5-27. [10.0] strained α-Al2O3 slab (152.3x4.9x152.5 Å) at 0K, 0=0.07; configuration snapshots.
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Figure 5-28. [10.0] strained α-Al2O3 slab (152.3x4.9x152.5 Å) at 0K, 0=0.0; configuration snapshots.

Figure 5-29. Suggested [10.0] strained α-Al2O3 slab {10.-2} slip facilitated amorphization mechanism.
The difference in crack distribution apparently correlates with the potential energy and stress
responses after yielding, which indicate a gradual discontinuous reduction for the volume minimized
static structure and a sharp drop for the other two structures. The volume distributed pre-cracks in the
volume minimized static structure grow by void coalescence (Figure 5-28), which is in agreement with
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experimental observations from fatigue studies of alumina coatings [133]. The crack healing, which was
observed for this structure (Figure 5-28), reproduces earlier DFT based results [134]. According to these,
such crack healing can be expected for structures with zero or negative pre-strain levels [134], which
explains the negligible amount of healing for the pre-expanded structure (Figure 5-27). Subsequently, it
was concluded that processing technologies which favor compressive residual stress formation, hence a
reduced stress triaxiality, would be recommendable for large polycrystalline or single crystal α-Al2O3
structures under cyclic loading.

5.5.3

Summary



Finite temperature and strain rate result in lower failure strains as compared to relaxation
calculations, however low strength ductility with kinematic strain hardening may be possible.



Positive pre-straining results in increased triaxiality, which significantly reduces crack healing
probability, due to single crack propagation.



Volume minimization results in multiple branching and/or amorphous band formation, which
facilitates crack healing and shakedown possibility.



Amorphization ahead of propagating cracks may occur due to multiple dislocation mechanism as
a barrier-less phase transition, both at static and finite temperature conditions.

5.6

5.6.1

α-Al2O3 stress corrosion study

Structures
For this study a (00.1) slab structure of thickness 152.5 Å, periodic dimensions 152.3x4.9 Å

([10.0]/[-12.0]) and a rectangular [00.1](10.0) surface notch was simulated.
The corrosive environment was created by adding 3456 water molecules at an initial density of
1.0 kg/l. For comparison and evaluation of liquid phase pressure effects a system with 4608 Ne atoms at a
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density of 1.1 kg/l and the same slab structure without fluid phase were simulated. The choice of the
particular noble gas species was based on its molecular weight, which was closest to that of water
molecules. The density of Ne atoms was set so that its pressure would be identical to the water pressure at
the given density.

5.6.2

Method
The structures were simulated at 300K using the NVT/NPT ensemble, the volume being fixed in

the applied tension direction. The set pressures were 5000 and 0 atm for the systems with and without
fluid phase, respectively. The pressure damping constant of 1000 fs and temperature damping constant of
100fs were used. The fluid phase containing structure pressure was set according to test simulation results
for pure water systems at 1.0 kg/l. For ensemble effect comparison the slab structure in vacuum with
constant volume-energy (NVE or microcanonical) ensemble was additionally simulated. The boundary
conditions correspond to plane stress conditions due to the constant pressure setting in [-12.0] direction,
except for the NVE simulation, which partially corresponds to plane strain conditions. In order to define
conditions that would mimic the effect of plane strain in [00.1] direction, an additional constraint of zero
[10.0] direction displacement in a 2 Å layer cross-section perpendicularly to the loading direction was
imposed at a maximum distance from the crack.
The deformation rate of 5e-6 fs-1 in [10.0] direction with 5% increments and variable relaxation
periods was applied. The simulations were run until complete rupture of the vacuum and Ne environment
slabs. The water environment simulation was terminated at identical total simulation length.
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5.6.3

Results and Analysis
The stress distribution snapshots for all systems indicate that the size effect, as discussed in

section 5.3.3, is not prevalent, since loading induced stress concentration regions can be readily identified
and the amorphization occurs in localized regions, which occupy a small fraction of the total volume.
The all systems observed failure mode initiates with amorphization and void assisted brittle crack
propagation in (10.0) plane (Figure 5-30, Figure 5-31), indicated by a sharp decrease in potential energy
and stress values (Figure 5-32). The observed failure behavior is qualitatively similar to experimentally
and computationally observed void assisted plasticity failure in oxide shells of Al nanowires [174]. The
occurrence of amorphous bands is interpreted, along the lines of discussion in section 5.2.1.2, as distorted
lower density phase fragments, which may initiate fracture due to their lower strength values [149]. For
the system with water, the brittle cleavage is followed by transition to dislocation facilitated slip failure
along a {-10.4} plane, which is an experimentally observed cleavage plane [20] (Figure 5-31a). For the
rest of systems the cleavage in (10.0) propagates until complete separation.

=0.0

0.00
0.05
0.10

Smin Al (GPa)
84.8
89.5
80.8

=0.05

=0.1

Smax Al (GPa)
102.3
112.2
102.4

Figure 5-30. Vacuum placed α-Al2O3 slab (152.3x4.9x152.5 Å) [10.0] stretching snapshots: max. normal
stress distribution.
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configuration
a
b
c
d


0.10
0.15
0.20
0.10

Smin Al (GPa)
47.9
47.5
47.2
83.0

Smax Al (GPa)
72.7
73.1
71.2
104.4

Figure 5-31. H2O (a,b), Ne (c) and NVE/vacuum environment placed (d) α-Al2O3 slab
(152.3x4.9x152.5 Å) [10.0] stretching snapshots: max. normal stress distribution.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5-32. Potential energy (a) and tensile stress (b) vs. strain for [10.0] strained α-Al2O3 slab:
environment species/ensemble comparison.
The mean atomic octahedral and maximum principal stress σoct and σmax values (Figure 5-33)
allow for conclusion that the local shear deformation is the dominant failure mechanism, since, after the
initial stress curve peak due to brittle fracture, σoct stays at a constant lower maximum value, whereas σmax
keeps decreasing stepwise until failure. For the NVE ensemble system the σoct indicates stiffening in
contrast to the rest of systems. Yet the similarity of overall tensile stress σx and the σmax responses
indicates a macroscopically brittle failure mode. Thus the constant σoct levels are attributed to occurrence
of residual stresses. The assumption is confirmed by the atomic σ max distribution plots (Figure 5-30,
Figure 5-31), which indicate distinct stress concentration in loaded parts of the structure in loaded state
and geometric discontinuity regions prior to loading. After the failure of the structure the stresses are
concentrated around the fracture surfaces, which is attributed to residual stresses, as indicated by the nonzero mean σoct and σmax values after failure (Figure 5-33), except for σmax of the NVE system.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5-33. Mean atomic octahedral (a) and max. normal (b) stress vs. strain for [10.0] strained α-Al2O3
slab: environment species/ensemble comparison.
The fluid environment effects on failure behavior can be estimated by observing significantly
higher peak σoct values and higher σmax reductions after yielding for structures in vacuum, as well as
higher yield and failure values for potential energy, except for the NVE system, and σmax failure values for
structures in fluid. However, the failure values for σoct, except for the NVE system, and the σx have
similar values, as expected. These observations allow for the conclusion that pressurized fluid
environment enhances energy capacity and plasticity of the structures, as confirmed by estimated
significantly larger failure strain values (Figure 5-32b). These effects are being ascribed to hydrostatic
pressure induced compression stress state of reduced stress triaxiality, which, in combination with
resolved shear loading, may facilitate shear/dislocation based failure mechanisms in α-Al2O3 [29, 175,
176], and, in the water case, to stress softening of the slab surfaces due to formation of low stiffness Al
hydroxide layer (K=50 GPa [177]), as suggested by the occurrence of slip failure as crack tip approaches
the second outer surface.
The differences between the NVE and NPT systems include the σoct stiffening after initiation of
fracture and no reduction in potential energy after yielding. These are related to enhanced plasticity [21]
of the material due to the increase in temperature up to about 425K after an initial exothermic reduction of
about 10K during the elastic expansion. The failure strain identity with vacuum system could be
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explained by simultaneous reduction of elastic moduli of the material [178] and thermodynamic melting
[143] due to increasing overall and local temperatures, both of which reduce the strength of the material.
For the water containing system the amount of OH group vs. time indicates that the water/Al 2O3
reaction rate is close to linear at each constant strain level, which in combination with a constant level of
physisorbed H2O suggests that the reaction rate limited by the water diffusion rate (Figure 5-34). The
comparatively small number of physisorbed water molecules and Al(OH)2 groups, which correspond to
potential gas phase species, are in agreement with the finding that hydroxylation energies are always
greater than the hydration energies [123]. The dominance of estimated OsurfaceH vs. OadsorbedH groups is in
qualitative agreement with ab initio simulation predictions at high OH coverages [124]. Although the total
potential energy and loading stress plots at each relaxation stage indicate local equilibrium, from the nonequilibrium states of the slab potential energy and reaction species levels and the slow capillary water
diffusion after opening of the internally formed void at =0.15 it is evident that a significantly higher time
scale is required to obtain quasi static crack propagation. This motivated exploring extended time
scale/steady state methods, which are considered in section 5.7.

Figure 5-34. Number of atom groups vs. time for H2O environment placed [10.0] strained α-Al2O3 slab.
It should be also noted that the plastic failure mechanisms observed above can be influenced by
the quasi 2-dimensional (2D) definition of the structure due to the small value of its [-12.0] dimension. In
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particular, the spacing of dislocations along the crack front is increased artificially, compared to a 3D
structure [179, 180]. Moreover, artificial dislocation jogs may occur for dislocation lines that are not
parallel to the z-axis direction [180]. Likewise, brittle crack propagation is limited to planes that are
perpendicular to the periodic initial defect cross-section plane or artificial steps in planes not
perpendicular to the initial defect cross-section plane.

5.6.4

Summary

•

Hydrostatic pressure in Ne/H2O containing systems has been found to enhance localized ductility
at crack tip compared to structures in vacuum.

•

A change of fracture plane during crack propagation in the H2O containing system indicates a
potential corrosion effect of mechanically weakened/embrittled hydroxylated slab surface.

•

Corrosion effects for further crack propagation in pressured water system are limited by water
diffusivity. Correspondingly, creep type failure is predicted.

5.7

Extended time scale/steady state α-Al2O3 study

Motivated by the results of loading rate comparison (section 5.4) and stress corrosion (section
5.6) studies, which indicate the computationally available limits and the importance of considering the
time dependent effects, selected extended time scale methods were applies for estimating the steady state
of the studied systems.
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5.7.1

Extended time scale crack propagation

5.7.1.1 Method
For the study of crack propagation in 33.8x4.88 Å ([10.0]/[-12.0]) periodic and 101.7 Å thick slab
with [00.1](10.0) rectangular notch and (00.1) open surface the parallel replica dynamics (PRD) method
with 10 replicas was used [181]. The method is defined as the original dynamics preserving MD
simulation time scaling proportionally to the number of independent replicas of a system, which are run in
parallel under certain conditions. The conditions according to the mathematical formalization [182] are
that


a quasi-static distribution (QSD) of independent and identically distributed states can be reached
during a dephasing stage of the replicas, run prior to the parallel run;



no new rare event occurs within a given correlation time interval, which is seen as an
approximation of the time to reach the QSD after a rare event occurs during a parallel run.
The choice of the method was based on the assumption that crack propagation in the static

loading limit may be considered as a sequence of rare events, signaled by change in atom connectivity.
The particular event criterion has been applied successfully in low temperature pyrolysis [183], which
motivated evaluating its applicability for crack propagation.
For the current application, the event distribution peak value based threshold value of 4 was used
(Figure 5-35). The velocity autocorrelation (VAC) function transition time (0.3 ps) was assumed as an
empirical estimate for the minimum correlation time. PRD specific parameters, as described in [12],
include event checking frequency of 20 fs and de-phasing and correlation time periods of 3 ps (based on
VAC time estimate). The slab was pre-strained at d/dt=5e-7 fs-1 up to 9% in [10.0] direction. For all
simulation phases the NVT/NPT ensemble, corresponding to plane stress conditions, was used at 300K
and 0 atm in [-12.0] direction with temperature damping of 100 fs, pressure damping 1000 ps and 2
thermostat chain on the barostat.
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Figure 5-35. Bond breaking event distribution for [10.0] strained α-Al2O3 slab.

5.7.1.2 Results and Discussion
The parallel replica time statistics (Table 5-6) indicate simulation time scaling, defined as clock
time/simulation time, of about 7, whereas the 6 coincident replicas for the 2nd crack propagation event
imply that a higher threshold or longer correlation/de-phasing times could be used. The lack of
propagation events and the steady state according to the potential energy and stress curves for about 0.1
ns of the scaled simulation time after the 2nd event were assumed to be sufficient for concluding that new
event probability was negligible.
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Table 5-6. Parallel replica dynamics event statistics for [10.0] strained α-Al2O3 slab.
Event # Correlated Coincident Clock
Simulation
(ps)
time (ps)
0
0
0
0.0
0
1
0
1
1.8
0.18
2
0
6
5.0
3.2
109.3
16.3
The coordination number distribution (Figure 5-36) indicates propagation of an amorphous lower
density band through the slab thickness. The qualitative similarity with earlier results with identical
structures (Figure 5-14), along with absence of new events after 0.1 ns of clock time, allow for conclusion
that the previously used loading rate settings for structures in vacuum (sections 5.3-5.6) were sufficient
for comparison with experimental loading rates.

Figure 5-36. Coordination number (max=19, min=2) distribution for [10.0] strained α-Al2O3 slab
(33.8x4.88x101.7 Å).
The obtained results suggest that connectivity based PRD is a viable approach for significantly
reducing computation time in incremental low strain rate vacuum environment crack simulations. For
maximizing the effectiveness of the method particular care has to be taken for selecting the
correlation/de-phasing times and threshold values using test simulations similar to the one described
above. A suggested modification for the particular application would be implementation of continuous
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strain rate regime during the PRD runs instead of the incremental pre-straining approach used presently,
which would, however, require re-interpretation of the time and associated strain rate scaling.

5.7.2

Steady state stress corrosion study

5.7.2.1 Method
A grand canonical Monte Carlo method (GC MC) [13] was chosen for testing its applicability for
steady state stress corrosion simulations due to slow water diffusion process in narrow crack confinement
(section 5.6.3). The method has been previously implemented in combination with MD simulations for
studies of SiO2 surface interactions with hypersonic flows [184] and oxygen chemisorption on platinum
(111) surface [185]. For the study the hybrid GCMC/MD approach, originally implemented for
assessment of the thermodynamic stability of oxide formations [186], was applied4. It combines alternate
GCMC and MD runs of arbitrary equilibrium based setting. The GCMC runs include structure energy
minimization prior to the move acceptance probability calculations. Since this imposes a bias in the MC
algorithm, an accessible volume calculation approach has been used as a means for eliminating the bias
effect [186, 187].
For the current study a 33.8x4.88 Å ([10.0/[-12.0]]) periodic and 50.85 Å thick slab with a
[00.1](10.0) rectangular notch and (00.1) open surface with an initial non-periodic dimension of 60 Å was
used. The vacuum regions of the periodic box were set to be filled with H2O molecules according to the
GCMC specific molecule placement/removal/displacement moves. The GCMC specific settings include
1000 step initial equilibration, followed by a 430 step and subsequent 300 step runs (additionally 200 step
runs for convergence comparison) alternating with MD runs. Van der Waals radius of Al atom has been
used as the minimum molecule placement radius. The constant potential-volume-temperature (µVT)
4

Credit to group member T. Senftle.
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ensemble at 300K and a [188] published chemical potential estimate for water at 4000 atm pressure was
used. The MD simulations were performed with NVT ensemble using temperature damping of 100 fs.
Due to the relatively small [00.1] dimension, the given boundary conditions are considered as plane stress
conditions. During each run the slab was stretched in [10.0] direction at d/dt=5e-6 fs-1 by 1% (2 ps).
System volume preservation was imposed by simultaneously reducing the [00.1] dimension.

5.7.2.2 Results and Discussion
The reduction in the slope accepted water molecule displacements despite preservation of the
slope of the total number of water molecules (Figure 5-39) and increase in the slope of relative energy
(Figure 5-37a, defined as EReax-nH2Oμ) after 2200 iterations suggest that a saturation in water density may
coincide with tension related elastic straining of the slab structure. Subsequently, the convergence of the
total number of water molecules along with potential energy were assumed as sufficient conditions for
water molecule displacement move convergence at each volume increment. Thus the applicability of the
method was estimated by the convergence behavior with respect to energy and the total number of water
molecules in the system at each strain increment (Figure 5-37) and between the 200 and 300 step
incremental runs (Figure 5-38). These allow for the conclusion that the method is a viable tool for
obtaining steady state structures of low diffusivity systems (Figure 5-31b, Figure 5-40), provided that
appropriate GCMC incremental run lengths and MD deformation rates are chosen. Yet it should be noted
that details of the reaction mechanisms occurring during the transition processes would not be available
from the MCGC runs, which highlights the significance of the intermediate MD runs.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5-37. Relative energy (a) and number of H2O molecules (b) vs. iterations for GCMC/MD [10.0]
strained α-Al2O3 slab.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-38. Relative energy (a) and number of H2O molecules (b) vs. iterations for GCMC/MD [10.0]
strained α-Al2O3 slab: comparison of incremental runs with different numbers of iterations.

Figure 5-39. Numbers of H2O molecule displacement moves and total number of H2O molecules vs.
iterations for GCMC/MD [10.0] strained α-Al2O3 slab.
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Figure 5-40. GCMC/MD [10.0] strained α-Al2O3 slab (33.8x4.88x50.9 Å) configuration snapshots (Al –
grey, O – red, H – white).

5.8

5.8.1

fcc-Ni stress corrosion study

Structures and Method
For the study a {111} slab with periodic dimensions of 29.8x8.6 Å ([1-10]/[11-2]), thickness of

30.4 Å and an elliptical 3 layers wide [111](11-2) notch was simulated. 256 H2O molecules at an initial
density of 1.0 kg/l were added for the corrosive environment simulation. NVT/NPT ensemble at 300K
with 100 fs damping and 4000 atm with 5000 fs damping and 2 chain thermostats on barostat was used.
Due to the relatively small [111] dimension, the given boundary conditions are considered as plane stress
conditions in [111] direction. In contrast, plane strain conditions are considered in [11-2] direction, which
was kept fixed at its value after equilibration for all systems except for one. For the latter system a
constant pressure boundary condition was applied in [11-2] direction for comparison. A loading regime of
5e-6 fs-1 0.25% (0.5 ps) [1-10] direction strain increments alternating with 5 ps relaxation periods was
applied. For temperature effects estimation an additional simulation with H2O molecules at 600K was
performed. A cutoff radius of 10 Å and simulation time increments of 20 ps were used for the atomic
strain calculation.
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5.8.2

Results and Discussion
It was observed that during early stage of equilibration of the slab structure in vacuum the notch

would heal itself by rearrangement to a single layer step (Figure 5-41). Therefore it was decided to
simulate additionally a slab structure in vacuum with a pre-oxidized notch in order to prevent the closure.

Figure 5-41. Equilibration of fcc-Ni slab (29.8x8.6x30.4 Å) in vacuum (300K, 0 atm); configuration
snapshots.
For the constant [11-2] pressure system multiple symmetric tilt grain formation events, as well as
a temporary transition to the [100]/[010]/[001] lattice orientation (Figure 5-42) were observed.
Furthermore, the octahedral atomic strain distribution is found to be fairly uniform with respect to
distance from the surfaces, which is attributed to small surface relaxation in an fcc metal as compared to a
metal oxide [103] (Figure 5-43). Instead, the strain is concentrated in grains as they are being formed.
Similarly, the octahedral stress distribution is found to be uniform across the grain bulk, having stress
concentration in 1-2 surface layers and along grain boundaries (Figure 5-44).
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Figure 5-42. [1-10] strained fcc-Ni slab (29.8x8.6x30.4 Å) in water (300K, P[11-2]=const); configuration
snapshots (Ni – black, O – red, H – white).

configuration
a
b
c
d



Emin
0.00
0.27
0.39
0.76

Emax
0.10
0.48
0.53
0.43

0.23
0.64
0.81
0.96

Figure 5-43. [1-10] strained fcc-Ni slab (29.8x8.6x30.4 Å) in water (300K, P[11-2]=const); octahedral
Almansi strain distribution.
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configuration
a
b
c
d


0.00
0.27
0.36
0.76

Smin Ni (GPa)
7.6
8.9
10.7
9.5

Smax Ni (GPa)
19.3
23.6
25.2
24.8

Figure 5-44. [1-10] strained fcc-Ni slab (29.8x8.6x30.4 Å) in water (300K, P[11-2]=const); octahedral stress
distribution.
In contrast, no grain formation or lattice re-orientation was observed in the fixed [11-2]
dimension systems (Figure 5-51). Subsequently, a significantly lower failure strain (0.6 vs. >0.8
according to Figure 5-45b and Figure 5-42) is predicted for the latter, which is expected due to the
increased stress triaxiality [189]. The observation is supported by comparatively low yielding stress and
strain energy capacity of the constant [11-2] pressure system (Figure 5-45). Complementarily, it is
suggested that partially the large differences may be related to the underestimated ISF of fcc-Ni (section
5.2.2.2).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5-45. Potential energy (a) and tensile stress (b) vs. strain for [1-10] strained fcc-Ni slab in water:
boundary condition comparison.
The effects of H2O environment can be estimated by considering the potential energy responses
(Figure 5-46a), which indicate that the constantly hydroxylated Ni surfaces nucleate dislocations with
lower energy barriers than the structures in vacuum, in contrast to static QM-CADD calculations with a
single O adatom [101]. This results in a lower failure strain than for the structures in vacuum. Yet it is
also observed that the pre-oxidized structure yields significantly higher dislocation emission barriers for
the second and third emissions than the structure in vacuum. It is suggested that reduced triaxiality effect
due to the water pressure could be attributed to the observed differences. Furthermore, since the
pre-oxidized structures were equilibrated before applying the deformation, it is suggested that the
reduction of dislocation barriers for the structures in water can be also ascribed to insufficient time for the
formation of a stable surface film due to the applied strain rate. This would be consistent with the ruptureslip dissolution mechanism [104, 105], since rupture, as indicated by the increased initial dislocation
emission barriers, is likely to occur with the pre-oxidized structures in vacuum, whereas dissolution and
constant oxidation processes with low-barrier slip increments are applicable to the structures in water.
The effects of elevated temperature at 600K can be distinguished most clearly by reduction in dislocation
nucleation barriers after transition to the necking failure mechanism (Figure 5-46a), which occurs earlier
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than for the analogous system at 300K. Likewise, the behavioral differences are manifested in the overall
tensile stress responses (Figure 5-46b), which indicate the highest stiffness for the vacuum structure with
closed notch, followed by the pre-oxidized notch structure in vacuum and the structures with H2O
interface.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-46. Potential energy (a) and tensile stress (b) vs. strain for [1-10] strained fcc-Ni slab:
temperature and environment comparison.
Similarly to the quasi 2D assumptions explained in section 5.6.3, the observed {113} slip planes
in the systems with fixed [11-2] dimension were considered as a 2D equivalent of the expected slip in
{111} planes of an fcc metal [160, 163, 190, 191] (Figure 5-47). The quasi 2D constraints were also
attributed to the observed step formation mechanism, facilitated by an expanded dislocation core (Figure
5-48). Since the potential energy change for the transition did not indicate any metastable transition state,
no transient grain formation was assumed to be present (Figure 5-49). The single dislocation barriers
could be readily identified by consecutive peaks in the potential energy and stress plots (Figure 5-46).
Likewise, it was observed that for all structures that contain a notch there occurrs a transition between two
approximately constant peak stress slopes after symmetry preserving {113} dislocations start to nucleate,
thus facilitating a necking type failure due to rising stress concentration (Figure 5-51a,c,d, Figure 5-50).
Instead, for the structure with closed notch only single {113} plane dislocations and no necking transition
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were observed (Figure 5-51b). Additionally it is suggested that a flaw tolerance related size effect, as
discussed in section 5.3.3, may manifest in the single type dislocation/grain formation mechanisms
observed in the study.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-47. [1-10] strained fcc-Ni slab (29.8x8.6x30.4 Å) in water (600K, dx[11-2]=const); dislocation
planes.

Figure 5-48. [1-10] strained pre-oxidized fcc-Ni slab (29.8x8.6x30.4 Å) in vacuum (300K, dx[11-2]=const);
step formation mechanism at =0.272.
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Figure 5-49. Potential energy and strain vs. time for [1-10] strained pre oxidized fcc-Ni slab (300K,
dx[11-2]=const): step formation transition.

configuration
a
b
c
d


0.27
0.30
0.36
0.40

Smin Ni (GPa)
9.0
8.4
9.3
9.2

Smax Ni (GPa)
19.3
18.6
19.6
19.4

Figure 5-50. [1-10] strained pre-oxidized fcc-Ni slab (29.8x8.6x30.4 Å) in vacuum (300K, dx[11-2]=const);
neck formation; octahedral stress distribution.
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Figure 5-51. [1-10] strained fcc-Ni slab (29.8x8.6x30.4 Å) failure comparison (dx[11-2]=const): structures
in water at 300K (a) and 600K (c) and structures in vacuum without pre-oxidation (b) and with
pre-oxidized notch (d) (Ni – black, O – red, H – white).
The only reaction product in the 300K simulations is Ni hydroxide, which is in marginal
agreement with ab initio phase diagram of [109], but not with experimental data [192] (Figure 5-52a,b).
However, the oxide formation at 600K is in agreement both with ab initio and experimental results [109,
192] (Figure 5-52c). Since no new oxide is formed during the deformation, it is suggested that longer time
scales would be required for an OH dissociation reaction to occur. This could be attributed to higher
activation energy and low endothermicity of the hydroxyl ion dissociation reaction with respect to nearest
Ni (111) neighbor configuration, according to DFT calculations [193]. Interestingly, [109] also finds that
the Ni {111}/H2O interface always activates H2O dissociation regardless of the applied electrochemical
potential. Based on the reaction species dynamics (Figure 5-52a,b) it could be also concluded that the
boundary condition effect was manifested in the lower rate of increase of physisorbed H2O and OH
groups for the constant [11-2] pressure system, presumably due to lower strain energy (Figure 5-45a) and
smaller number of surface reaction sites (Figure 5-42, Figure 5-51a). Reaction products also include small
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numbers of Ni(H2O)X (X=2..5) type species for the system at 600K, originating primarily at surface steps
and notch/crack surfaces (Figure 5-51c). These could be related to the reduction in Ni work function
(ionization energy) upon H2O adsorption, obtained by a many-electron embedding theory [194], as well
as indicate weak Ni atom bonding at surfaces less stable than {111}. Furthermore, it is observed that the
hydrostatic pressure of water may correlate with the amount of H3O ions in the liquid (Figure 5-52b,c),
since lower increase of H3O is observed at 600K than at 300K. Likewise, the pressure rise is observed to
be insignificant at 600K, as compared to 300K, presumedly due to higher H2O diffusivity. It should be
added that the absence of oxide layers formation, which may occur upon application of external electric
field [100], precludes stress corrosion cracking effects as observed in [102].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5-52. Reaction species and water pressure vs. time for [1-10] strained fcc-Ni slab in water: 300K
systems with P[11-2]=const (a) and dx[11-2]=const (b) and a dx[11-2]=const system at 600K (c).

5.8.3

Summary



Stress triaxiality reduces Ni strength through increased dislocation emission barriers and
increased reactivity, the latter resulting from higher strain energy.



Pre hydroxylation in limited amount may significantly increase dislocation emission energy
barriers, corresponding to thin film rupture



Constant pressure corrosive environment may reduce dislocation emission energy barriers,
depending on the applied strain rate.
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Overall effect of corrosive environment results in lower material failure strain and lower strain
energy capacity, as compared to the structures in vacuum, due to necking type transformations
and reduced dislocation barriers.



Elevated temperature below an active oxide formation temperature range, at a strain rate above
that of stable surface layer formation, reduces material’s ductility and strength due to reduced
dislocation emission barriers, increased reactivity and dissolution at the surfaces.

5.9

5.9.1

fcc-Al hydrogen embrittlement study

Structures
For the HE study an fcc-Al oxide-terminated slab structure, identical to the one used in the strain

rate study for the metal case except for a half-elliptical notch instead of the rectangular one (section
5.4.1), was considered.
For the hydrogen interactions two systems were implemented. In the first system 162 H atoms
located in place of 162 Al vacancies, distributed in pairs periodically throughout the Al slab part. In the
second system 162 H atoms were distributed randomly in the Al slab part. For the latter system no initial
vacancies were introduced in the structure. It should be stressed that the chosen concentrations are
intended to represent local oversaturated densities, since the experimental hydrogen solubility is of an
order of 10-8 H/Al atomic fractions [119].

5.9.2

Method
The simulations were performed with the NVT/NPT ensemble at 300K with temperature damping

of 100 fs and 0 atm lateral pressure with damping of 10000 fs. Deformation rate of 5e-6 fs-1with 0.25%
0.5 ps stretching in [1-10] direction alternating with 2.5 ps relaxation periods was used. The boundary
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conditions correspond to plane stress conditions. For the structure without H impurities an additional
stiffness enhancing constrain was imposed by fixing [1-10] direction displacements for a 6 Å layer of
atoms perpendicular to the loading direction at a maximum distance from the notch. For evaluation of
strain rate and constant strain effects additional simulations of the hydrogen containing systems at fixed
strain levels were performed, starting from selected configurations of the deformation simulations. A
cutoff radius of 10 Å and simulation time increments of 20 ps were used for the atomic strain calculation.

5.9.3

Results and Discussion
The similarity of stress responses (Figure 5-53b) indicates that overall deformation in all cases

involves a similar level of plasticity. However, the potential energy response indicates that the energy
capacity of the material, characterized by the energy levels reached after yielding, drops most
significantly for the structure with H-filled vacancies, that of the bulk distributed H being slightly higher.
The observations are confirmed by the structure snapshots (Figure 5-54 – Figure 5-56), which indicate
void initiated (=0.25) ductile slip failure along grain boundaries for the pure metal case (Figure 5-54),
whereas the structure with H-filled vacancies fails after a void coalescence facilitated locally plastic
fracture (=0.2), without slab cross section size reduction before fracture, propagates through the metal
thickness (Figure 5-56), revealing H populated surfaces. The mechanism is identified as adsorptioninduced dislocation emission (AIDE) [114] type. Similarly, the bulk distributed hydrogen structure failure
initiates with a brittle fracture along a newly formed grain boundary (=0.18), revealing H populated
surfaces (Figure 5-55). The mechanism is identified as hydrogen-enhanced decohesion [113] type, yet,
due to the presence of isolated voids at grain boundaries, the AIDE mechanism is also assumed to be
active. In the latter case crack propagates further in a sliding manner along grain boundaries, which
explains the closer similarity with the pure metal case and is in qualitative agreement with the finding
[195] that H may facilitate brittle fracture and dislocation emission simultaneously. It is also observed that
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for the same system only a single grain is formed, which merges with the initial lattice after the formation
of a second crack. Since no grain formation or lattice re-orientation was observed for similar fcc-Ni
systems with a fixed [11-2] dimension (section 5.8.2), it is suggested that less extensive grain formation
events would occur for analogous boundary conditions also in the current systems.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-53. Potential energy (a) and tensile stress (b) vs. strain: comparison for [1-10] strained αAl2O3-terminated fcc-Al slab (H1 - structure with initial H-filled vacancies, H2 - structure with bulk
distributed H, without initial vacancies).

Figure 5-54. [1-10] strained α-Al2O3-terminated fcc-Al slab (152.3x9.77x148.8 Å); configuration
snapshots (Al – grey, O – red).
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Figure 5-55. [1-10] strained α-Al2O3-terminated fcc-Al slab (152.3x9.77x148.8 Å) with bulk distributed
H, without initial vacancies; configuration snapshots (Al – grey, O – red, H – black).

Figure 5-56. [1-10] strained α-Al2O3-terminated fcc-Al slab (152.3x9.77x148.8 Å) with initial H-filled
vacancies; configuration snapshots (Al – grey, O – red, H – black).
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The observed dislocations are emitted predominantly along {113} planes instead of expected
{111} slip for cracks in single crystal Al structures [160] or fcc metals generally [162, 163, 191, 196].
Analogously to section 5.8.2, the difference may be due to the quasi 2D boundary condition in [11-2]
direction, {113} being the 2D projection of a {111} plane. The particular plane, however, can be also
related to experimental findings for low angle 112 tilt axis grain boundary formation in fcc-Al [197].
More generally, scale effects due to change in surface to volume ratio [198] at small strain levels [199]
could account for the dislocation behavior in response to the particular boundary conditions.
The overall behavior of void and slip assisted fracture, as present in the pristine Al simulation
results, has been observed both experimentally and computationally in an aluminum alloy for positive
average stress triaxiality below 0.4 [189], which corresponds to the estimated stress triaxiality of 0.33
for a uniaxially deformed structure with lateral stress relaxation in the current study. Yet the presence of
H on crack surfaces indicates its effect on weakening the material prior to failure and the related void
formation, which can be attributed to strong H-vacancy bonding [118] and the mechanism of surface-H
facilitated transport of other H atoms to a surface [195]. Another possible mechanism is related to the
increase in dislocation nucleation energy barriers [101, 111], which may cause stresses at the crack tip
that exceed yield stress of the metal. This mechanism is in agreement with the current results, since less
grain formation, particularly in the structure with initial vacancies, is observed for the H containing
structures. Moreover, the extent of dislocation nucleation barriers (=0.1 and =0.18) clearly indicates H
effect in the structure with initial vacancies, as compared against almost barrier-less dislocation emission
in pristine Al (Figure 5-53). However, the H migration to the crack tip, in contrast to the high H
concentration model in [111], does not exceed segregation on grain boundaries or in the vicinity of other
defects. That can be attributed to the obtained stress distributions (Figure 5-57), which do not indicate
extended stress gradient around the crack tip, as compared to analogous Al2O3 structures (Figure 5-23),
instead suggesting localized stress concentration along grain boundaries, dislocations and other defects.
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Similarly, distinct octahedral strain localization is observed along traces of slip bands, which form bridges
between grain locations (Figure 5-58), as well as in the oxide layers and at oxide/metal interfaces before
the dislocation nucleation.

configuration
a
b
c
d


0.00
0.09
0.17
0.35

Smin Al (GPa)
2.1
1.8
2.2
2.5

Smax Al (GPa)
13.2
16.7
17.4
17.0

Figure 5-57. [1-10] strained α-Al2O3-terminated fcc-Al slab (152.3x9.77x148.8 Å) snapshots; max.
normal stress distribution.
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configuration
a
b
c
d



Emin
0.03
0.09
0.10
0.22

Emax
0.22
0.35
0.38
0.39

0.36
0.45
0.51
0.79

Figure 5-58. [1-10] strained α-Al2O3-terminated fcc-Al slab (152.3x9.77x148.8 Å) snapshots; octahedral
Almansi strain distribution.
Two known H diffusion related mechanisms were distinguished in the simulations. First, the
Gorski effect, which is attributed to long-range order relaxation by migration of solutes to regions of
dilatation under stress gradient conditions until balance/equilibrium between chemical potential and
solute concentration gradients is obtained. The mechanism is supported by simulation snapshots which
indicate H accumulation at grain boundaries, voids and interfaces (Figure 5-55, Figure 5-56) [200].
Second, the Zener effect, which is defined as stress caused directional short-range order relaxation of
interstitial atom pairs or solute-vacancy pairs due to lower symmetry strain fields [200]. The mechanism
is in agreement with the obtained diffusivity estimates for different strain levels (Figure 5-60), which
indicate a nonlinear relation between fcc-Al stress and the H diffusivities. Furthermore, a hysteresis type
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relation above 1e4 atm is obtained with a saturation limit of about 2.5e-6 cm2/s, which suggests that
plastic deformations may induce higher H migration, most likely occurring in high stress concentration
regions, e.g., grain boundaries. Likewise, the saturation limit is assumed to result from plastic
deformation that limits the extent of local elastic strain, which accounts for the diffusion mechanisms
discussed above. A further insight can be obtained by comparing diffusivities of sample sets of H atoms
distributed in the bulk and on the surfaces (Figure 5-59), which indicate that the mean squared
displacement of the surface H atoms approaches a constant value, hence a comparatively negligible
diffusivity. This result correlates with the low H diffusivity in the H-filled vacancies structure (Table 5-7),
which indicates that the H atoms primarily get trapped close to the vacancies or other defects. The latter
observations significantly reduce the crack tip diffusion mechanism possibility [111]. This behavior is
found to be in qualitative agreement with DFT calculated H diffusion barriers between tetrahedral and
octahedral sites vs. migration away from a vacancy [118], the ab initio MD results based theory for
diffusion dependence on concentrations of lattice and trapped site H atoms [117] as well as in quantitative
agreement with experimental data (Table 5-7). Furthermore, the agreement of non-strained bulk
distributed H structure H diffusivities with ab initio reference data (Table 5-7) suggests that only lattice or
only vacancies/defects placed H diffusivities are not strictly dependent on the respective H
concentrations.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5-59. Comparison of bulk (a) and surface (b) 10-atom sample H diffusivities and mean square
displacement in [1-10] strained α-Al2O3-terminated fcc-Al slab with bulk distributed H, without initial
vacancies, at =0.37.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-60. H diffusivity vs. tensile stress (a) and strain (b) in [1-10] strained α-Al2O3-terminated fcc-Al
slab with bulk distributed H, without initial vacancies.
Table 5-7. H diffusivity comparison for fcc-Al.
D[cm2/s]
Experiment [119]

1.5e-7

DFT [117, 118]*

1.7e-6

Reax (=0, no vacancies)

1e-6

Reax (=0, vacancy trapped)

<3e-7

* estimated using an Arrhenius relation
without vacancy effects
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The strain rate effects for the structure with bulk distributed H were evaluated by comparing the
potential energy and stress responses (Figure 5-61) for the dynamic stretching and fixed deformation
relaxation at different tension strain levels. The fixed strain relaxation at maximum potential energy,
which coincides with crack initiation, yields void formation (Figure 5-62), which significantly reduces the
potential energy and stress. In contrast, there are no potential energy or stress reductions at strain levels
before yielding and comparatively small and slow reductions at strain levels after crack propagation. This
indicates that, except for the crack propagation stage, the applied strain rate approaches a quasi-static
state. Related strain rate effects in plastic materials have been described by an MD validated empirical
temperature dependent phonon damping terms, which result in an increase of flow stress, if a threshold
strain rate value is exceeded [198].

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-61. Potential energy (a) and tensile stress (b) vs. time: loading rate comparison for [1-10]
strained α-Al2O3-terminated fcc-Al slab with bulk distributed H, without initial vacancies.
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Figure 5-62. Relaxation of [1-10] strained α-Al2O3-terminated fcc-Al slab (152.3x9.77x148.8 Å) with
bulk distributed H, without initial vacancies, at =0.17; configuration snapshots at 280 ps (a) and 550ps
(b) (Al – grey, O – red, H – black).

5.9.4

Summary



Under partial confinement conditions due to surface oxide layers, pristine material fails due to
dislocation slip along grain boundaries and void formation.



Hydrogen in initially defect free material migrates locally to newly formed grain boundaries and
facilitates void assisted intergranular brittle crack initiation. Due to slow H surface migration
further crack propagation occurs by dislocation slip.



Hydrogen in uniformly volume distributed vacancies has significantly lower diffusivity than in
defect free material, resulting in comparatively high dislocation emission barriers, limited grain
formation and void initiated locally plastic fracture failure without slab cross section size
reduction before fracture.



Both hydrogen containing systems yield reduced predicted failure strains and strain energy
capacity. Since the material strength is not significantly affected, the changes in material response
are attributed to embrittlement effects.



Finite temperature and strain rate effects on HE are manifested through diffusivity temperature
dependence, the extent of relaxation at crack initiation and propagation, and negligible hydride
region formation. Subsequently, the HE effect is expected to increase for quasi static-strain rates.



Hydrogen diffusivity dependence on microstructure is evident due to the presence of hysteresis in
diffusivity as a function of tensile stress, which indicates an increase during plastic deformation,
compared to purely elastic deformation.
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5.10 Conclusion and Outlook
The presented studies have highlighted diverse atomistic chemical/mechanical failure
mechanisms in common alloy metals and a protective oxide coating material, which may be relevant for
application in similar environments under equivalent mechanical and thermal conditions. Particular
concern should be taken regarding mesoscale dimension and larger time scale effects, which are not fully
considered in the current studies and would motivate the application of extended time scale and multiple
spatial scale methods. Yet the current studies are considered as useful upper nanoscale references for
further study.
Within the context of environmentally assisted mesoscopic material failures, further studies of
interest would include multigrain/polycrystalline structures with added impurity/dopant elements, as well
as structures representing particular industrial alloy component combinations. Focus on specific
application-based boundary conditions and environments could yield more accurate behavior predictions.
Furthermore, for the purpose of computational materials design, the approach of scanning structure
combinations with respect to element and phase content would be of relevance.
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Appendix A
Annealing and oxidation of binary Mo3Ni-cluster

(a)

(b)

Figure A-1. IRDF for Mo and Ni atoms in the initial (lattice) and annealed states (a – 256-atom cluster, b
– 1372-atom cluster).

(a)

(b)

Figure A-2. IRDF for Mo atoms with respect to Mo and Ni atoms separately in the initial (lattice) and
annealed states (a – 256-atom cluster, b – 1372-atom cluster).
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(a)

(b)

Figure A-3. IRDF for Ni atoms with respect to Mo and Ni atoms separately in the initial (lattice) and
annealed states (a – 256-atom cluster, b – 1372-atom cluster).

(a)

(b)

Figure A-4. Bezier interpolated numbers of MoOx and NiOx species vs. temperature during the cluster
oxidation (a – 256-atom cluster, b – 1372-atom cluster).
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Appendix B
Molecular dynamics simulation of Al grain mixing in Fe/Ni matrices and its
influence on oxidation
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure B-1. RDF of Al-Al (a), Fe-Fe (b), Fe-Al (c) and IRDF of Fe-Al (d) for 1 Al grain in Fe matrix
structure during heating.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure B-2. RDF of Al-Al (a), Fe-Fe (b), Fe-Al (c) and IRDF of Fe-Al (d) for 8 Al grains in Fe matrix
structure during heating.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure B-3. RDF of Al-Al (a), Ni-Ni (b), Ni-Al (c) and IRDF of Ni-Al (d) for 1 Al grain in Ni matrix
structure during heating.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure B-4. RDF of Al-Al (a), Ni-Ni (b), Ni-Al (c) and IRDF of Ni-Al (d) for 8 Al grains in Ni matrix
structure during heating.
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Figure B-5. Standard deviation of atomic hydrostatic stress vs. time for 1/8 Al grain Fe matrix structures
during heating.

Figure B-6. Standard deviation of atomic hydrostatic stress vs. time for 1/8 Al grain Ni matrix structures
during heating.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure B-7. RDF of Al-Al (a), Fe-Fe (b), Fe-Al (c) and IRDF of Fe-Al (d) for molten 1 Al grain in Fe
matrix structure during cooling.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure B-8. RDF of Al-Al (a), Ni-Ni (b), Ni-Al (c) and IRDF of Ni-Al (d) for molten 1 Al grain in Ni
matrix structure during cooling.
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